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 Ultraviolet radiation remains an indispensible tool in combating pathogenic 
microorganisms as a result of its direct mutagenic effects on DNA and lack of harmful or 
environmentally persistent chemical residuals.   Fortunately for all life on Earth, the 
germicidal UV wavelengths present in sunlight are blocked by the atmosphere; thus, 
electricity-powered UV lamps are required for application to water, air, or surface 
disinfection.  However, a material that passively emits small quantities of UVC without 
electricity or devices would allow more widespread use of this tool for protecting public 
health, particularly with regards to the prevention of fomitic disease transfer in hospitals, 
food processing, and public facilities.  The work described in this dissertation represents 
the first material development studies dedicated to achieving this goal.  A biocidal 
surface that functions effectively through an all-optical mechanism may not only show 
distinct advantages over current antimicrobial concepts, but the potential for application 
to point-of-use water disinfection for the developing world is also a possibility discussed 
herein. 
 By utilizing the photoluminescence process of upconversion (UC), phosphor 
materials that sequentially absorb low energy photons and emit a lesser number of higher 
energy, anti-Stokes photons may be synthesized.  Lanthanide-doped crystalline systems 
capable of infrared-to-visible UC have thus been the subject of considerable research in 
recent decades; however, materials that convert visible light into germicidal UV may be 
engineered using the same fundamental concepts, though no significant research has been 





capable of emitting UVC upon excitation by blue light were successfully prepared herein 
and studied using photoluminescence spectroscopy.  Initial proof-of-concept surface 
microbial inactivation and biofilm inhibition studies indicated successful achievement of 
a light-activated antimicrobial material based on UV emission through UC; however, 
conversion efficiency and inactivation rate were inadequate for practical application. 
 Material optimization and development of Y2SiO5:Pr
3+ 
was conducted through 
compositional modification, monitored via laser spectroscopy, electron microscopy, and 
diffraction experiments.  Addition of lithium as a codopant was found to significantly 
enhance UC efficiency.  Changes in optical behavior and energy flow were examined in 
detail and correlated to modifications in crystal structure imparted by Li
+
.  Several 
concurrent enhancement mechanisms were revealed and delineated quantitatively.  Apart 
from chemical modification, the effects of different excitation qualities on Y2SiO5:Pr
3+
 
visible-to-UVC conversion were also investigated using combined polychromatic laser 
beams.  Results indicated that certain visible wavelengths in addition to the violet/blue 
range were capable of inducing UVC emission under specific conditions; such potential 
for added efficiency is relevant to the broad spectrum ambient or sunlight excitation in 
the proposed light-activated antimicrobial surface concept.   
 Optimization of the Y2SiO5:Pr
3+
 system for increasingly efficient UC eventually 
reached a plateau, warranting development of a second-generation phosphor for UC 
antimicrobial technology.  Due to the unique host crystal restrictions encountered in Pr
3+
 
UC materials, originating from ligand-dependent d-orbital excited states of this ion, 
unconventional oxyfluoride crystals were synthesized by solid state reaction in inert 
atmosphere and their UC capabilities were studied.  One system in particular – LuxOx-
xix 
 
1Fx+2 – resulted in UC emission that was several times more efficient than Y2SiO5:Pr
3+
 
with a higher fraction of emitted photons in the germicidal range.   
 The successful proof-of-concept experiments together with considerable gains in 
UC efficiency, achieved over a relatively short time scale, demonstrate the strong 
potential for realizing practical UC antimicrobial surfaces.  These studies lay substantial 
groundwork for advancing technology that may serve to reduce the transfer and 
occurrence of nosocomial and waterborne infections while providing a sustainable 










1.1.  Statement of Problem 
 
Minimizing the occurrence and transmission of pathogenic microorganisms in 
water, food, and the indoor environment has been of utmost priority to human beings 
since the earliest civilizations.  Despite the application of modern technology, 
pharmaceuticals, and public health practices, we are still faced with numerous dangerous 
microbial diseases that are resistant to control strategies.  Of particular modern 
significance is the threat of nosocomial infections involving antibiotic resistant pathogens 
such as methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus 
1
 and carbapenem-resistant 
Enterobacteriaceae 
2
.  The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention estimated in 2010 
that approximately 1.7 million hospital-acquired infections occur in the United States 
each year, resulting in 99,000 deaths 
3
.  Pathogens frequently prevail over control 
strategies in our food processing and distributions systems, as well. While the 
microbiological safety of food in the United States has improved over the last decade, 
over 19,000 food-borne infections were confirmed in 2010 
4
 and cases involving the well-
known Salmonella bacteria have seen no decline over the past 15 years 
5
.  Furthermore, 




the lack of unsafe drinking water, which results in 2 million deaths each year, according 
to the World Health Organization 
6
. 
 In addition to medical, microbiological, and pharmaceutical research, materials 
engineering is beginning to play an important role in combating disease transfer.  Many 
bacterial and viral diseases are transferred simply via inanimate objects (fomites), such as 
doorknobs, handrails, and tabletops.  Development of material surfaces that possess 
inherent antimicrobial qualities is a paramount task for controlling nosocomial infections 
7
, in addition to fomitic disease transfer in the workplace, schools, cruise ships, and other 
public facilities.  Antimicrobial surfaces (AMS’s) also have their place in the food 
industry, wherein packaging materials have been engineered to inactivate microbial 
contaminants upon contact 
8-10
.  While the objective is to develop surfaces that deter 
microbes – in both hospital and food packaging sectors – the specific application to 
which a material is deployed will determine important specifications, such as strength, 
durability, and chemical safety.   
 In regards to water disinfection, material technology has the potential to benefit 
communities that lack sanitation infrastructure and treatment plants by providing point-
of-use disinfection options.  One established method of obtaining safe drinking water in 
areas with insufficient electricity or access to chemical disinfectants is solar water 












Figure 1.  The upconversion antimicrobial surface concept.  Reprinted with permission 
from Cates, E. L., M. Cho, et al. (2011). Environ. Sci. Technol 45(8): 3680-3686.  




Institute of Aquatic Science and Technology (Eawag) for preventing diarrheal diseases in 
the developing world.  Therein, water is placed in clear plastic bottles which are 
positioned in direct sunlight for at least 6 hours, during which adequate log-reduction of 
key microorganisms is achieved as a result of UVA/UVB exposure 
11, 12
.  Because of the 
limiting drawback of long treatment times (particularly on cloudy days or at higher 
latitudes), the application of photocatalysts to SODIS reactors has been pursued as a 
means of increasing inactivation rates 
13-15
.  Thus, development of new antimicrobial 
material technologies may serve to prevent waterborne diseases, in addition to fomite 
transmission. 
 
1.2.  Research Objective 
 
 The research described in the present work was pursued with the intent of 
introducing and developing a novel form of widely applicable antimicrobial technology.  
The primary hypothesis resulted through recognizing the need for new AMS concepts 
and by combining the following principles: (1) UVC radiation is highly effective at 
inactivating microorganisms; (2) lanthanide-doped phosphor materials can potentially 
convert visible light into UVC radiation; and, (3) such upconversion (UC) phosphors may 
be prepared in the form of surface coatings.  It is thus hypothesized that a surface 
consisting of a visible-to-UVC upconversion luminescent coating will inactivate 
microorganisms upon exposure to visible light.  Given adequate conversion efficiency by 
the phosphor system, this material could function when stimulated by sunlight or ambient 




than a chemical mechanism.  This concept is referred to hereafter as the upconversion 
antimicrobial surface technology (UC-AMS), shown in 
Figure 1, and is the focus of this work.   In addition to the public health benefits of 
realizing effective UC-AMS, this research serves to advance more fundamental 
knowledge of visible-to-UVC upconversion phosphors.  Unlike the well-studied infrared-
to-visible conversion systems, this form of UC is scarcely reported in the literature and its 
successful application for practical means must be preceded by substantial materials 
research and development.  Because of the intentions to both fundamentally advance a 
material concept while simultaneously pursuing a specific application, progress herein 
must be structured to address both of these areas.  Objectives include:  
 
1. Synthesize first-generation visible-to-UVC UC phosphors based on existing 
literature. 
2. Establish instrumentation capabilities for conducting photoluminescence 
spectroscopy of UV-emitting samples. 
3. Develop surface coating procedures and appropriate antimicrobial assessment 
methods. 
4. Demonstrate proof-of-concept by observing surface microbial inactivation 
resulting from visible-to-UVC UC. 






By meeting these objectives, the UC-AMS concept will likely become established 
as a notable form of AMS and legitimize an expansion of research on this topic by 















2.1.  Existing Antimicrobial Surface Technologies 
Because of the ability of many microorganisms to cause local infections, systemic 
disease, material degradation, and biofouling, the application of AMS’s spans numerous 
sectors.  In addition to the aforementioned applications of food packaging and hospital 
surfaces, much research into AMS technology has been devoted to preventing infections 
related to implantable medical devices, namely catheters 
16-18
.  Additionally, athletic wear 
containing antibacterial compounds are marketed to reduce odors 
19
 and antifungal 
shower curtains are available for prevention against mildew.  Biofouling poses a 
significant challenge for many industrial processes and is of great concern to the shipping 
industry, wherein biofilm growth on ship hulls results in considerable drag and increased 
fuel consumption 
20, 21
.  The wide variation in utilization of antimicrobial
*
 materials has 
resulted in several classes of surfaces, each employing different modes of action.  
 Many AMS’s consist of polymer matrices impregnated with a biocidal agent, 
which leaches slowly from the material.  Organic biocides, including quaternary 
ammonium species 
22, 23
 and phenolic species, such as triclosan 
23, 24
, are typical additives, 
in addition to inorganic agents such as silver ions/nanoparticles 
17, 19, 25-27
.  Leaching 
                                                          
*
 While the term ‘antimicrobial’ may refer to any effect that discourages 
microbial residence on a surface, it is used herein to designate biocidal 




surfaces, however, possess three critical drawbacks that make them non-ideal for 
widespread use.  First off, public health concerns arise out of the potential for such 
AMS’s to promote antibiotic resistance and the possibility of harmful effects after human 
exposure.  Triclosan, for example, is known to form carcinogenic dioxin compounds 
upon photodegradation 
28
.  Furthermore, environmental persistence of biocidal agents is 
already well documented, and leaching AMS’s contribute to their release into soil and 
water 
19, 28, 29
.  Lastly, the mere existence of a leaching mechanism implies a finite supply 
of active compound within the material – hence, limited longevity and diminished 
sustainability.  Even prior to depletion, the efficacy is limited by diffusion of biocide to 
the surface; this aspect is problematic in the food industry, wherein the cold temperatures 
employed in storage can lead to ineffective diffusion rates 
30
. 
 Departing from an active biocide release strategy, contact-type AMS’s utilize 
covalently attached chemical moieties on a material surface that interact with microbial 
cell membranes upon direct contact.  Such surfaces most commonly contain long-chain 
cationic functionalities, such as those in Figure 2, that can weaken cell membranes 
through ion exchange or cause lysis by “spear-like” penetration 
16, 31, 32
.  While able to 
achieve near-complete inactivation in just minutes 
31
, the surface functional groups are 
rendered ineffective by any fouling residue that disables direct contact between a 
microorganism and the surface, including dead bacteria.  This aspect was reported in a 
study by Murata et al. 
32
, who deduced that poly-quaternary ammonium functionalized 
surfaces could only inactivate a monolayer of E. coli, at most, prior to any cleaning.  











Figure 2.  Example long-chain cationic surface moiety for antimicrobial materials.  
Reprinted with permission from Kurt et al. (2007) Langmuir 23(9) 4719-4723.  Copyright 










 Considered the most practically applicable surfaces, metallic copper is the only 
solid material that the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has approved to be 
marketed for preventing disease 
33
.  The approval and registration allows suppliers to 
claim 99.9 % bacterial kills within two hours, but in commercial and healthcare settings it 
must be used in addition to, and not as a replacement for standard cleaning and 
disinfection 
33
.  These materials include pure copper metal (99%) as well as a number of 
registered alloys and may technically be considered leaching surfaces as most studies 
point to dissolution of copper ions from the surface as the primary mode of action 
34, 35
.  
The ions are then taken up by bacterial cells where they result in membrane damage and 
lysis, possibly due to Fenton-like production of radical species 
34, 36
.  Clinical trials have 
shown that antimicrobial copper is effective in reducing microbial burden on healthcare 
surfaces such as doorknobs and armrests within several hours during normal usage 
practices 
35, 37, 38
.  Nevertheless, there exist many indications that AMS research for 
public health settings cannot simply conclude with the advent of the antimicrobial copper 
industry.  Weaknesses of copper include reduced effectiveness on under dry conditions, 
lower susceptibility by spores, lower susceptibility by some bacteria possessing 
mechanisms for pumping copper ions out of the cell, and protection of bacteria by fouling 
layers 
34, 39
.   
 The final existing strategy for imparting biocidal properties on a surface lies in 
photoactive materials that produce reactive oxygen species.  These surfaces can be the 
most effective at eradicating microbial burdens, assuming adequate incident light energy 




demonstrated the biocidal capabilities of semiconductor photocatalytic surfaces on 
numerous occasions including both TiO2 and modified TiO2 with greater visible light 
activity 
7, 30, 40, 41
.  Most such studies employ polycrystalline thin films prepared through 
simple techniques; while these films preserve the exposed nature of the high-surface area 
nanoparticles, the resultant surface is fragile and impractical for long-term use.  Other 
light-activated AMS’s consist of polymers containing singlet oxygen photosensitizers, 
which are incorporated through either impregnation or covalent bonding 
7, 42, 43
.  Upon 
excitation of the sensitizers, energy transfer to O2 results in excited 
1
O2, capable of 
oxidizing many biomolecules and inactivating microorganisms 
44, 45
.  Organic 
photosensitizers, however, may degrade over time due to photobleaching and self-




2.2.  Microbial Inactivation by UVC Radiation and Advantages of UC-
AMS 
 
 In the realm of disinfection technology, UVC radiation (λ < 280 nm) provides one 
of the most direct means of inactivating microorganisms.  Photons in this range are 
heavily absorbed by DNA and RNA, causing formation of covalent linkages between 
nucleic acid components to form a variety of detrimental photoproducts 
48-50
.  Of greatest 
significance are pyrimidine dimers (Figure 3), which are formed when cytosine, uracil, or 
thymine components absorb UVC and bond with one another to create a molecular 
lesion; if left unrepaired, these mutations prevent transcription and can ultimately lead to 
cell death 
50, 51
.  Fluorescent UVC lamps have thus been employed in water disinfection 




range of microorganisms including gram-positive and gram-negative bacteria, bacterial 
spores, viruses, and unicellular eukaryotes 
50
.  Oftentimes, the UVC absorption spectrum 
of microbial DNA is used to indicate the most effective wavelengths for inactivating 
microbes; however, absorption of radiation does not necessarily indicate inactivation.  A 
more useful graph is thus an action spectrum, which plots inactivation efficacy versus 
wavelength.  As an example, Figure 4 shows data obtained by Chen and coworkers, 




Utilization of UVC as the biocidal mechanism in the proposed UC-AMS 
technology provides distinct advantages over other AMS’s described above.  Since 
microbes are inactivated solely by optical means, there is no threat of biocide depletion or 
environmental contamination.  Furthermore, typical biological residues have non-zero 
UVC transmittances, allowing surface-emitted photons to overcome fouling layers and 
affect organisms that would otherwise be protected from chemical agents or reactive 
oxygen species.  Also, UC-AMS could potentially be used in conjunction with other 













Figure 3.  Molecular lesion induced by dimerization of pyrimidine groups upon 














Figure 4.  UV action spectrum of B. subtilis spores (squares), absorption spectrum of 
decoated spores (dashed), and absorption spectrum of isolated DNA (solid).  Reprinted 









2.3.  Upconversion Photoluminescence 
 
2.3.1.  Upconversion Mechanisms in Lanthanide Phosphors 
 
The proposed UC-AMS acts to kill microorganisms by converting visible light 
into UVC through the unique photoluminescence process of upconversion.  Most of the 
photoluminescence we are likely to encounter obeys Stokes law, in that absorption of 
excitation light by a material occurs, a portion of the energy is lost as heat, and the 
emitted photon is always of lower energy and longer wavelength, as shown in Figure 5A.   
In order to convert low energy photons into higher energy photons, i.e. frequency 
amplification, numerous optical tools have been developed.  These include the well-
known second harmonic generation and simultaneous two-photon absorption effect – 
both of which require high intensity excitation by laser beams to be observed  
to any significant extent 
52
.  For the purposes of amplifying sunlight or ambient light, a 
more efficient process that can utilize incoherent, low power excitation is required.   
 Upconversion refers to a system sequentially absorbing two or more photons, 
combining their energies, and emitting one higher energy photon 
52, 53
.  Materials capable 
of UC reported thus far can be divided into two classes, which rely on different 
mechanisms: lanthanide-doped inorganic phosphors and organic sensitizer/acceptor 
systems.  In the former group, basic material form involves a transparent crystalline 
substance – such as a powder, single crystal, or ceramic – that has been doped with 
optically active ions which are incorporated into the host structure as substitutional 
defects, depicted in Figure 6.  Figure 5B and C show the two simplest forms of UC 









Figure 5.  Photoluminescence mechanisms, including (A) Stokes emission, (B) Excited 
state absorption, and (C) Energy transfer upconversion. Ground state is designated with 
“G” and excited states with “E”.  Solid arrows depict light absorption/emission while 
dashed arrows show non-radiative relaxation and energy transfer.  Reprinted with 
permission from Cates et al. (2012). Environ. Sci. Technol. 46(22): 12316 – 12328. 




















involves sequential absorption of two photons by an ion using an intermediate excited 
state. Efficiency increases as the intermediate state lifetime increases and, as with all UC 
mechanisms, emission intensity shows a nonlinear dependence on excitation intensity 
(two-photon processes show quandratic dependence, three-photon processes show cubic 
dependence, etc.).  The second mechanism, energy transfer UC (ETU), occurs when an 
ion becomes excited and transfers energy to a neighboring excited ion (on the order of 
10
1
 Å apart 
54
) in the crystal, resulting in relaxation of the donor and double excitation of 
the acceptor, which then may emit a higher energy photon.  This mechanism is more 
efficient than ESA, since the transfer step may be induced by surrounding ions and does 
not required a second photon to strike the same ion withinthe lifetime of the excited state 
52, 53
.  The ability of the optically active ion(s) to sequentially absorb photons or accept 
energy via long-lived intermediate states in this fashion is critical, as it allows the capture 
of multiple photons to occur over a longer timescale, thereby permitting the use of low 
power excitation sources such as sunlight.  For this reason, UC phosphors almost 
exclusively employ lanthanide (Ln
3+
) ion dopants which have excited state lifetimes in 




.  The electron configurations of the trivalent 









.  Electrons in the partially filled 4f subshell are optically active and can 
absorb infrared, visible, and UV radiation to reach many possible excited state 
configurations.  Because the 4f electrons are closer to the nucleus than those in the filled 
5s and 5p subshells, they are shielded from crystal field splitting and vibronic interactions 
                                                          
†





.  The term “rare earth” (RE) typically includes the entire 4f 
block of the periodic table and the chemically similar Y and Sc.  Herein,  RE will be used 












with the host crystal, which would otherwise result in rapid radiative and non-radiative 
relaxation processes
54, 55
.    Furthermore, the reduced perturbation by the host crystal field 
implies that the Ln
3+
 ions in crystals have 4f electronic states that are relatively discrete 
and differ little from those of the same ions in a vacuum; thus, the so-called “free ion 
approximation” of the Ln
3+
 energy levels, shown in Figure 7, may used to show the 
approximate 4f excited state positions of Ln
3+
 ions in any material 
53, 54, 56, 57
.  While the 
energy level spacing and excited state lifetimes of many Ln
3+
’s are conducive to UC 
processes, a substantial limitation lies in the parity-forbidden nature of intra-4f 





2.3.2.   History and Applications 
 
 While the optical efficiencies of UC processes are generally much lower than 
those of typical Stokes emissions, copious research over the past 50 years has improved 
our understanding of the underlying causes of efficiency loss and moved UC out of the 
realm of solid state physics and into more practical, material applications.  Upconversion 
was first proposed by Bloembergen in 1959 as a means of IR photon counting by 
converting to visible light using lanthanide-doped crystals;  this concept could not be 
realized, however, until several years later when lasers were used for excitation 
52, 59
.  
Auzel was the first to report the most effective UC activator/sensitizer pair, which 
comprises Yb
3+
















Figure 7.  4f energy levels of the trivalent lanthanide ions.  Downward arrows show 
dominant emitting levels.  Reprinted with permission from Aboshyan-Sorgho et al. 









, which is still regarded among the most efficient Ln
3+
 UC phosphors 
with conversion efficiencies of up to 4% 
61
. 
  To date, the vast majority of research and application has focused on infrared-to-
visible conversion.  There are three main reasons for this: (i) the advent of compact, 





 conveniently absorbs strongly at this wavelength and 
provides efficient ETU when used with an erbium activator as mentioned above; and (iii) 
such phosphors work effectively in biological applications, as they can be synthesized 
precisely on the nanoscale and IR radiation easily penetrates biological tissues 
53, 62, 63
.  
Thus, research is active in the application of UC nanoparticles to bioimaging, detection, 
and photodynamic therapy, wherein nanoparticles are surface-functionalized to interact 
with specific cells or tissues 
63-67
.  An IR laser source may then excite the particles 
through the tissue to induce visible light emission that results in imaging or 
photosensitization.  Other applications include use of UC for spectral conversion in solar 
cells and photocatalysis systems – described in detail in a later section – and finally, UC 
























 activator system.  
Reprinted with permission from Cates et al. (2012). Environ. Sci. Technol. 46(22): 12316 





2.3.3.  Phosphor Design Considerations 
 
 Inorganic UC phosphors are synthesized in a variety of forms, including 
nanocrystal suspensions, nano/microcrystalline powders, and polycrystalline ceramics; 
however, any UC phosphor can be defined by three parameters: (1) the activators, 
sensitizers, and codopants employed and their concentrations; (2) the host crystal; and (3) 
the crystallite size or morphology.  The most common naming convention entails listing 
the host formula followed by the dopant ions as follows: AnBnCn:Ln
3+
.  Occasionally, 
host polymorph and dopant concentrations may also be stated.  In designing UC 
phosphors many material parameters have been shown to significantly affect UC 
efficiency, summarized below: 
 
Host Crystal – The host crystal determines the crystal field environment of the Ln
3+
 
activators and also affects their distribution.  One key consideration is the maximum 
phonon energy of the host as determined by the atomic weights and bonding of the 
constituent atoms 
52-54, 70
.  Because the rate constants for non-radiative depopulation of 
excited electrons are competitive even in Ln
3+
-doped materials, choosing a host of low 
vibrational energy increases the lifetimes of intermediate excited states and improves UC 
quantum yield.  In decreasing order of phonon cut-off frequencies, hosts include oxides > 
oxyhalides > fluorides > chlorides/bromides; however, the final class is hygroscopic and 
thus impractical, making fluorides a preferred class of hosts 
53, 71
.  Moreover, the ionic 
radius of the host cation component should be similar to that of the Ln
3+
 dopant(s) to 






Impurities – Cations possessing electrons with unpaired spins show strong absorption 
throughout the optical regime and may interfere with phosphor functionality by absorbing 
excitation energy and dissipating it in the form of heat 
46





 may exist as impurities in reagent-grade precursors at concentrations high enough to 
be detrimental to luminescence.  For this reason, stock chemicals of at least 99.99% 
purity are typically used for phosphor synthesis. 
Dopant Concentration – The amount of activator and/or sensitizer ions substituted into 
the cation sites of the host crystal significantly affects photoluminescence and must be 
finely tuned, depending on the type of Ln
3+
/host.  Low concentrations provide 
insufficient absorption of excitation photons, whereas excessive concentrations lead to 
quenching by migration of energy to defect traps 
54, 72
.  Lanthanide activators are 
generally most effective at concentrations between 0.1 and 5 atomic percent (% of host 
cations substituted with the dopant), whereas sensitizers can be effective at 10-20% 
54, 75
. 
Crystallite Size – The surfaces of crystals contain many defects and chemisorbed 
impurities, namely –OH groups, which may accept energy transfers from excited 
activator ions due to their high frequency vibrational modes 
53, 76-79
.  In bulk crystals, the 
majority of activator ions exist within the interior of the crystal and of sufficient distance 
from the surface to prevent quenching by surface defects; in nanocrystals, however, a 
much larger fraction of activators is located within the range of resonant energy transfer 
of this nature.  Resultantly, most UC phosphor materials show lower efficiency when 
prepared in nanocrystalline form, as opposed to microcrystalline 
53, 76-79
. 





2.3.4.  Organic Upconversion Systems 
 
 The second class of materials used in frequency amplification utilizes organic and 
metalloorganic compounds to achieve UC via the triplet-triplet annihilation mechanism 
(TTA) 
80, 81
.  This multistep process is shown in Figure 9d and is achieved by combining, 
in solution, sensitizer and acceptor molecules selected to have excited states with specific 
energy level spacing and spin multiplicity.  First, a sensitizer molecule absorbs a low 
energy photon to achieve a singlet-to-singlet excitation, followed by intersystem crossing 
to reach a long-lived triplet excited state.   Next, the excitation energy is transferred via 
triplet-triplet energy transfer to an acceptor molecule which has both a low energy triplet 
excited state and a higher energy singlet state.  Triplet-triplet annihilation between two 
acceptors then populates the higher energy singlet state, from which a high energy photon 
may then be emitted through a spin-allowed radiative relaxation.  The most effective 
sensitizers are metalloorganic complexes – namely porphyrin derivatives coordinated to 
platinum group cations – as these compounds result in exceptionally long excited state 
lifetimes due to metal-to-ligand charge transfer 
82, 83
.  Additionally, the excited state 
energy levels of the sensitizer should be sandwiched in-between those of the acceptor, as 
in the figure.  Given the virtually limitless number of organic sensitizer and acceptor 
molecules which can be paired, engineered TTA UC systems can perform a variety of 
conversions, including IR-to-visible 
84-87
, visible-to-visible 









When compared to Ln
3+
 phosphors, organic TTA-based UC has both clear 
advantages and disadvantages.  Inorganic phosphors are certainly more robust, arising 
from the fact that they comprise chemically and mechanically stable, nontoxic solids in 
the form of powders, ceramics, or composite materials.  The TTA approach, however, 
requires constant intimate, yet mobile, interaction between sensitizer and acceptor 
molecules and is most effective in toxic solvents which have been purged of oxygen to 
prevent quenching 
93
; this adds considerable difficulty in incorporating TTA systems into 
materials and devices.  Recently, however, solid TTA materials have been made by 
embedding the lumiphores in rubbery polymer matrices and microparticles 
80, 90-96, 99-101
.    




 phosphors are capable of nearly doubling or tripling photon energies 
70, 
102, 103
.  Nonetheless, TTA UC clearly dominates with respect to conversion efficiency 
under low power excitation, with external quantum yields over 1%, as seen in 
 
Table 1.  Lanthanide UC materials achieve similar efficiencies under laser excitation 
52, 
61
, but for low power scenarios, conversion efficiency estimates are usually 1-2 orders of 
magnitude lower 
104, 105
.  Poor efficacy in this case is attributed mainly to low absorption 
coefficients rather than inadequate quantum yields.  Organic molecules also have the 
added advantage of very broad absorption bands, when compared to the more discrete 
intra-4f transitions of Ln
3+
 ions and can typically utilize a wider range of excitation 
photon energies.  However, relevant to the present research, it is unlikely that visible-to-







Figure 9.  (A) Molecular structure and normalized emission spectra of 9,10-
diphenylanthracene (DPA, blue) acceptor and palladium(II) octaethylporphyrin (PdOEP, 
red) sensitizer, and absorption spectra of PdOEP (green). Right: Photographs of (b) 
upconverted blue light and downshifted red light emission and (c) emission from rubbery 
polymer disks containing either DPA, PdOEP, or PdOEP/DPA irradiated by a green laser 
pointer. Bottom (d):  depicts the steps of TTA UC by organic systems including (1) low 
energy photon absorption, (2) intersystem crossing, (3) triplet−triplet energy transfer, (4) 
triplet-triplet annihilation, and (5) high energy photon emission. Dashed colored arrows 
show energy transfer by direct (Dexter) electron exchange.  Reprinted with permission 
from Cates et al. (2012). Environ. Sci. Technol. 46(22): 12316 – 12328.  Copyright 2012, 








Table 1.  Studies reporting estimated absolute external optical conversion efficiencies of 
upconversion phosphors. *Ratio of incident excitation and emitted power intensities.  
**Ratio of incident excitation and emitted photons (EQE).  Reprinted with permission 
from Cates et al. (2012). Environ. Sci. Technol. 46(22): 12316 – 12328.  Copyright 2012, 









Page et al. 
1998 61 
NIR-to-visible NaYF4:Er3+,Yb3+ 20 5.5% * 




NaYF4:Er3+,Yb3+ 1.2 0.05% * 
Fischer et al. 
2010 106 
NIR-to-visible NaYF4 0.2 5.1%** 




Y2SiO5:Pr3+,Gd3+,Li+ 0.002 0.001% * 















acceptor molecules – as well as the solvents – contain high densities of carbon-carbon 
double bonds and thus we can expect high UVC absorbances.  Even if a system were 
designed that could achieve such a large anti-Stokes shift, internal absorption would 
attenuate the emitted photons. 
A comparison between material costs of inorganic and organic UC is difficult at 
the present time, given that TTA-based solid materials and their application are still in 
their infancy.  Many TTA pairs consist of costly, custom-synthesized metalloorganic 
complexes, yet as with any material, commercial production costs can be expected to be 
lower.  Case in point, production costs of Ln
3+
 UC phosphors can be expected to be quite 
similar to the phosphors that are commonly found in commercial fluorescent lamps, of 
which the phosphor coating is responsible for only a fraction of the total cost.  Both UC 
and conventional phosphors contain Ln
3+
 ions, and despite the misnomer “rare earth 
elements”, the members of the lanthanoid family are relatively abundant in the Earth’s 
crust; however, they are difficult to mine and purify 
54
 and are the subject of recent 
political disputes 
108
.  Table 2  summarizes and compares the attributes of inorganic and 







Table 2. Advantages (+) and disadvantages (-) of inorganic lanthanide-doped UC 
phosphors versus organic TTA UC systems.  Reprinted with permission from Cates et al. 
(2012). Environ. Sci. Technol. 46(22): 12316 – 12328.  Copyright 2012, American 
Chemical Society. 
 
Ln3+ Phosphors Organic TTA 
 
+  Chemically stable 
 
 




+  Durable, solid materials 
 
 
-  Liquid or soft materials 
 
 
+   Large anti-Stokes shifts 
 
 
-  Small anti-Stokes shifts 
-   Poor conversion at low powers 
 
+  High conversion at low     
    powers  
 
-  Narrow absorption bands 
 
 
+  Broad absorption bands 
 
 




+/-  Production costs unknown 
 







2.4.  Literature Review:  Application of Upconversion Materials to 
Energy and Environmental Technology 
 
2.4.1.  Introduction 
 
The capture and utilization of solar electromagnetic radiation by engineered 
materials is a topic of immense research and continues to reside at the forefront of 
sustainable technology innovation.   Therein, materials are most commonly employed for 
converting sunlight into electricity via the photovoltaic effect, though there is also great 
interest in using the photons of sunlight for photoelectrochemical hydrogen production 
and to catalyze the degradation of environmental contaminants.  The materials at work in 
these processes are commonly semiconductors – most notably Si and TiO2, for example – 
which function as electrons are excited from the valence band into the conduction band of 
the material through absorption of photons with energy greater than the band gap (Eg).   
Incident photons that have too little energy are thus not absorbed and not utilized 
(transmission loss) and those with energy greater than Eg dispense of the excess by 
heating the material, rather than contributing to the intended, more useful energy product 
(blackbody loss).  Large fractions of the incident radiation are thus wasted.   
 In the realm of photovoltaics, the concept of multi-junction solar cells provides a 
solution to the problem of spectral mismatch by comprising layers of materials with 
differing Eg.  Higher energy photons are absorbed at the top layer(s), reducing blackbody 
losses, while lower energy photons are absorbed in subsequent narrow-band gap layers.  
The resulting increase in maximum theoretical efficiency comes at significantly greater 






Material compositions that are commonly used for double- and triple- junction cells 




 Numerous tactics have also been established for enhancing the spectral response 
of photocatalysts, of which interest has been fueled by the inability of the benchmark 
material, TiO2, to produce reactive oxygen species when irradiated with wavelengths 
longer than 387 nm (3.2 eV).  Development of several catalysts with narrower indirect 
band gaps have resulted, including WO3, Bi2WO6, and Bi2MoO6, with Eg = 2.8, 2.8, and 
2.6 eV, respectively 
111-113
.  Other methods include doping of TiO2 with impurities to 
induce midgap energy levels 
114-120
 and coupling of catalysts with narrower (direct) band 
gap semiconductor sensitizers 
112, 121
 or organic sensitizers 
122, 123
.  Absorption of lower 
energy light, however, implies less available chemical work per photon and lower 
quantum yields for the intended reactions when compared to the use of high energy 
photons and wider band gap photocatalysts.  For the purposes of environmental 
application, such as water and air purification, photocatalytic effectiveness is often 
measured as the rate of ∙OH generation; given the redox potential of 2.3 V (at pH = 7) for 




redox pair, use of materials with Eg lower 
than 2.3 eV theoretically demands multiple photons per ·OH molecule generated and thus 
relies on more indirect reaction mechanisms.  Additionally, the edges of the conduction 
and valence bands must have potentials more negative and more positive than the 




 couples, respectively, which has been shown not to 






 A much different strategy to more effectively harness broadband light is instead to 
use UC luminescent “helper materials” to decrease wavelengths of light that would 
normally be too long.  This concept has drawn considerable attraction because it 
eliminates the burden of spectral matching from the semiconductor itself and transfers 
this task to a separate material component.  Progress in the understanding and 
improvement of UC materials over the past decade has recently led to an increase in 
attempts at applying these materials to practical technologies, including solar energy 
harvesting and environmental application of photocatalysis.  While substantial challenges 
have arisen, interest in wavelength conversion continues to grow due to the potential 
freedom that could be gained by adjusting photon energy to desired values.   
 
2.4.2.  Enhancing Spectral Response in Solar Cells 
 
As mentioned above, a major obstacle to achieving higher efficiencies in solar 
cells is spectral mismatch, i.e., the inefficient use of broadband solar radiation by the 
absorbing medium.  Conventional single-junction photovoltaic (PV) cells employ 
crystalline silicon (c-Si), or amorphous silicon (a-Si) in thin film cells, which have Eg’s of 
1.1 eV (1100 nm) and 1.8 eV (690 nm), respectively.  Optical-to-electrical energy 
conversion efficiency is thus highest when receiving photons with energies slightly above 
these values, while sub-band gap photons are not utilized and higher energy photons 
contribute to blackbody losses.  The growing field surrounding dye-sensitized solar cells 
(DSSC’s) is also worthy of mention, which typically show poor red/IR response
125
.  




effectively increasing the number of photons of appropriate energy reaching the cell to 
enable theoretical efficiencies that exceed the Shockley-Queisser limit 
109, 126-128
.  As 
shown in Figure 10, an upconverting material can be applied as a backing layer in the cell 
such that sub-band gap photons are transmitted through a bifacial PV cell and absorbed 
by the UC layer.  Emission from the luminescent layer is then emitted directly, or 
reflected, into the semiconductor.  
Inorganic phosphor materials used in solar cell application research have included 




.  This ion is 
particularly suitable for solar cell application because it can absorb sub-(Si)band gap 






S3/2 excited states to result in 





 is also highly effective at upconverting ~980 nm radiation for absorption by 
a-Si (Figure 8)
105, 134-136
.  The most widely reported phosphor material for PV backings is 






), as it has already seen 
significant development and optimization for bioimaging applications 
53, 57, 65, 137
.  
Specifically, the β-NaYF4 host crystal has low phonon energies, thus minimizing non-
radiative energy losses 
53
.    
Prototypes of UC phosphor-modified solar cells have provided proofs-of-concept 
for enhanced spectral response and a summary of these reports is provided in Table 3.  
Many studies have employed UC-enhanced solar cells excited by IR lasers at intensities 
that were orders of magnitude higher than that found in sunlight 
105, 131, 134, 138
. While 





   
 
 
Figure 10.  Top: The upconversion-enhanced solar cell concept for utilizing sub-band 
gap radiation. Bottom:  Infrared-to-visible upconversion by Er
3+
. Reprinted with 
permission from Cates et al. (2012). Environ. Sci. Technol. 46(22): 12316 – 12328.  






enhancements were reported, the nonlinear nature of UC conversion efficiency implies a 
substantial difference in efficacy between high power (laser) and low power (sunlight) 
excitation scenarios, making these results somewhat uninformative with regards to 
practical application.  Therefore, the table shows only results obtained using more 
realistic excitation intensities roughly equivalent to the solar irradiation reaching Earth’s 
surface:  ~0.1 W/cm
2
.  Several of the cited works reported small gains in PV efficiency of 
less than 1% or no gains at all 
105, 106, 131, 135
, however, Khan et al. 
77
, Yuan et al. 
136
, and 
Chen et al. 
129
, reported significant gains of 11.9%, 3.7%, and 8.6%, respectively.  
Percentage efficiency gains therein are defined as: % = 100% × [(ηUC/η0) – 1], where ηUC 
is the PV efficiency of the UC enhanced cell and η0 is the efficiency of the same cell 
without the UC layer. 
 A critical review of the methods employed in the three works mentioned above 
revealed varying degrees of soundness in experimental design.  For the study reporting 
the highest increase in efficiency (11.9%), the UC materials were incorporated into a 
DSSC that the authors fabricated themselves 
77
.  Since the experiments therein were not 
repeated, the variation in efficiency between any two such fabricated cells is unknown, 
making it difficult to conclude that the observed improvement was due to the UC 
phosphors.  Yuan et al. (also employing DSSCs and observing a median  3.7% 
enhancement over 5 samples) noted that efficiency of the UC-enhanced cells increased 
not just for infrared wavelengths, but for visible wavelengths as well, which was 
attributed to a scattering effect by the phosphors 
136
.  Hence, a significant portion of the 
enhancement was not due to UC emission.   Chen et al. addressed this issue, however, by 






Table 3.  Results of Recent Studies Reporting UC-Enhanced Solar Cells under Low 
Power Excitation sources.  *Based on graphical interpretation of published figures. 
†
Enhancements were observed for higher excitation intensities. Reprinted with 
permission from Cates et al. (2012). Environ. Sci. Technol. 46(22): 12316 – 12328.  
Copyright 2012, American Chemical Society. 
 
 
Reference Material Cell configuration Excitation 
PV Enhancement 
(η/η0 - 1) 







a-Si cell with spin-
coated 
phosphor/polymer 





980 nm diode 
laser 
No improvement 






c-Si with phosphors in 
refractive index-
matched liquid layer 




1522 nm laser 
Achieved an 
efficiency of 0.34%, 
























with undoped shell 
Dye-sensitized ZnO cell 


















with Au nanoparticles 
a-Si cell with phosphors 













a-Si cell with UC 
solution cuvette  
720 nm laser 
equivalent to 
I720nm of 24 suns 
1% (higher with rear 








Dye-sensitized TiO2 cell 












c-Si cell with 
glass/phosphor backing 















efficiency over the controls
129
.  With respect to organic-based UC, Schulze et al. has 
provided the only demonstration of a UC-PV cell that employs TTA, and reported an 
enhancement of 2% when relatively high intensity 720 nm NIR radiation was 




2.4.3.  Enhancing Spectral Response of Photocatalysts 
 
Transmission losses of sub-band gap photons in semiconductor photocatalytic 
materials present similar efficiency hindrances to PV cells mentioned above, with the 
most common catalysts requiring UVA radiation to generate electron-hole pairs.  Many 
researchers have thus sought to couple UC phosphors with TiO2 and other catalysts to 
enhance their visible light and infrared response for application to sunlight-driven water 
and air purification (Figure 11).  This concept was first reported by Wang et al. in 2005, 
utilizing a TiO2/Er
3+
-doped phosphor mixture to degrade methyl orange dye in solution 
under visible light, achieving ~45% degradation after 55 h of irradiation at an unspecified 
light intensity 
140
.   Feng et al. reported similar experiments in 2008, wherein 12% 
degradation of methylene blue over 2 h was observed, with the suspensions in close 
proximity to a 40 W commercial fluorescent lamp 
141
.  Both of these works performed 
control experiments using undoped UC host material or TiO2-only suspensions in order to 
rule out any degradation by the light source, TiO2, or phosphor host alone; however, they 
provide UC emission spectra that may have been artifactual.  In the paper by Wang et al., 
488 nm light was used to excite a novel amorphous Er
3+











Figure 11. Conceptual diagram of photocatalysis using sub-band gap radiation and 
assistance by (A) TTA or lanthanide based UC particle or (B) internal UC by lanthanide-
doped catalyst. Reprinted with permission from Cates et al. (2012). Environ. Sci. 







40CdF2·60BaF2·0.8Er2O3) and produce upconverted emission in the UV range; however, 
the theoretical maximum photon energy of 488 nm radiation upconverted by a two-step 
process can be no greater than – and is typically much lower than – the energy sum of 
two 488 nm photons, i.e. a photon of λ = 244 nm.  Yet, the emission spectrum shows 
emitted wavelengths less than 230 nm 
140.   Furthermore, the emission spectrum of the 
Y3Al5O12:Er
3+
 nanocrystals employed by Feng et al. shows broad peaks that are 
uncharacteristic of Ln
3+
 4f4f emission.  The peak locations are inconsistent with 
detailed spectroscopic studies of the same material in the literature, which also show that 
most of the emission from Er
3+
 upconversion is in the 400-420 nm range, with only weak 
emission in the UV region 
142, 143
.  While laser excitation and high-sensitivity detection 
systems are the standard for Ln
3+
- UC research, bench-top spectrofluorometers were 
employed in both of these works 
140, 141
.  
Criticisms aside, these publications reported successful enhancement of spectral 
response and initiated an uptick in research pertaining to the integration of UC into 
photocatalytic systems for utilization of both visible and IR wavelengths.  In 2010, Qin et 





of absorbing 980 nm radiation and emitting characteristic Tm
3+
 UV emission at ~290 and 
~350 nm (Figure 12)
144
.  For excitation, the group used both a 980 nm laser light source 
and natural NIR from sunlight (visible and UV light were filtered out and the container 
was repositioned as the sun moved), along with TiO2-only and phosphor-only controls.  
Each excitation source enabled upconversion-induced photocatalytic degradation of 
methylene blue in solution, with the sunlight experiment resulting in 58% dye 













 system.  Reprinted with 
permission from Cates et al. (2012). Environ. Sci. Technol. 46(22): 12316 – 12328.  








Li et al. used a slightly different strategy to activate mesoporous TiO2 under IR 




, instead of using a 
phosphor/catalyst mixture
145
.  In addition to acting as a UC sensitizer, the presence of 
Yb
3+
 dopant stabilized the nanostructured mesoporous nature of the material at high 





significantly different ionic radii (0.61 and 0.86 Å, respectively for 6-coordinate 
146
) and 
the authors’ claim that the Yb
3+
 doped at 20 at.% was largely incorporated in the TiO2 
anatase structure is not fully supported; the XRD patterns that they measured showed the 
presence of anatase and absence of Yb2O3, but do not rule out the likely presence of a 
significant portion of amorphous material.  The fact that Yb
3+
 also retarded crystallite 
growth is indicative of its low solubility in anatase, as well, and other works have 





Nevertheless, results of the photocatalysis experiments indicated that internal UC by the 
Ln
3+
 dopants (illustrated in Figure 11) under 980 nm radiation was capable of generating 
electron-hole pairs in the TiO2 and degrading ~45% of rhodamine B in solution after 3.5 
h.  Excitation intensity in this study was not indicated, but the group employed a 2 W 
laser diode, which implies very high intensity excitation, barring the use of de-focusing 
optics.  It is likely that intense IR radiation was required to observe any UC, since a nano-
sized material with poor crystallinity and dopant incorporation is not expected to be an 
effective UC host. 
 This direct doping of catalysts with Ln
3+
 has also been reported by other groups, 
including the use of SrTiO3:Er
3+
 by Shi et al. to split water under ~0.4 W/cm
2
 visible 
light irradiation from a xenon arc lamp 








.   While the band gap of this host 
is 2.6 eV, UC by the Er
3+
 dopant allows additional spectral response in the IR range; 
under simulated solar radiation, Zhou et al. observed 99% degradation of rhodamine B by 
Bi2MoO6:Er
3+
 after 30 min, versus 67% by undoped Bi2MoO6 
113
.  They also compared 
the sunlight-driven degradation of phenol by this material to Degussa P-25 TiO2, 
resulting in 75% removal by the UC catalyst and 49% by the P-25 after 120 min.   
 Direct doping of photocatalyst materials per this method is advantageous in that it 
eliminates the process of radiative transfer between the phosphor and catalyst particles 
and simplifies the material system.   Furthermore, in the case of TiO2, doping with ~1% 
of certain Ln
3+  
species has been shown to enhance catalytic activity, irrespective of UC, 
by causing slight narrowing of Eg and reducing electron/hole recombination rates 
149, 150
.  
In the previously mentioned studies which employed specific UC activators, however, 
proper experimental designs ensured that the observed enhancements were in fact due to 
UC. 
 In the first report of a UC-enhanced photocatalytic system employing TTA UC, 
Khnayzer and coauthors constructed a photoelectrochemical cell containing a WO3 anode 
capable of absorbing blue wavelengths to achieve hydrogen evolution at a Pt cathode 
151
.  
Incorporated into the cell was a container of palladium(II) octaethylporphyrin (Pd-OEP) 
and 9,10-diphenylanthracene (DPA) in toluene that absorbed incident broadband light of 
λ>500 nm and partially converted it into blue wavelengths through the TTA mechanism.  
The UC emission was absorbed by the adjacent WO3 electrode, as clearly evidenced by 
current density readings that matched the modulation of the green excitation light 
151




 The use of TTA UC to achieve sub-band gap photocatalysis by Pt-loaded WO3 
was also reported recently in a communication by Kim et al.
152
.  Representing another 
notable advancement in environmental application of TTA UC, this is the first report of 
incorporating TTA into an aqueous system, achieved via fabrication of dispersible rigid 
polymer microcapsules.  The ~200 µm capsules consisted of a photo-cured ethoxylated 
trimethylolpropane triacylate ester shell and a core containing a mixture of hexadecane 
(HD) and polyisobutylene (PIB).  Dissolved within this mixture was a Pt-OEP/DPA 
sensitizer/acceptor pair that was capable of green-to-blue UC.  Remarkably, the authors 
reported that the core mixture produced efficient UC emission even when exposed to 
atmospheric oxygen, which was made possible by an unknown consequence of the 
HD/PIB solvent combination 
152
.  Photocatalysis experiments were conducted using 
microcapsules and Pt-WO3 in aqueous suspensions containing coumarin – the oxidation 
of which was monitored semi-quantitatively by an increase in the fluorescence signal of 
the 7-hydroxycoumarin reaction product.  This study, together with Khnayzer et al., 
highlights the recent developments in blue light-activated semiconductor catalysts, and 
given the existence of efficient green-to-blue organic UC systems 
93, 94
, coupling of these 
two technologies is an attractive route for further study. 
 
2.4.4.  Challenges 
  
 The relatively young field of energy and environmental UC-modified 
technologies presents exciting possibilities in achieving enhancements of spectral 




the unique challenges that exist in using wavelength conversion materials for the 
purposes described herein.  Arising foremost is the issue of poor conversion efficiency 
under low power excitation, particularly with respect to the more robust Ln
3+
 UC 
phosphors.  The major underlying root cause of this problem is the low absorption 
coefficients of Ln
3+
 materials originating from two factors: (1) the parity-forbidden 
nature of the intra-4f electronic transitions; and (2) the low doping concentrations that are 
necessary in order to minimize numerous self-quenching mechanisms.   Several strategies 
have emerged for designing more efficient Ln
3+
 UC phosphors including core-shell 
structuring 
153-155
, field enhancement by metallic nanoparticles 
156-158
, and codoping 
159-
161
, but these methods do not address this root problem.   
 In addition to low absorption coefficients, Ln
3+
 ions often show narrow absorption 
bands and many of the abovementioned works took into consideration only one 
absorption wavelength in their analysis 
105, 135, 144
.  Ideally, large fractions of the solar 
spectrum would be utilized, which exists over a smooth continuum of photon energies; 
yet in sunlight scenarios UC phosphors can themselves suffer from spectral mismatch.  
This is a particular flaw in Yb
3+
-sensitized UC phosphors, the success of which is 
precluded by the assumption that the majority of the excitation light is resonant with a 
Stark state of the ion’s one and only 4f excited state energy level, i.e. ~960-980 nm.  
Thus, ions containing higher numbers of intermediate states may be more suitable for 
converting broad spectrum radiation.   
 In a major breakthrough in improving absorbance by Ln
3+
-doped materials, Zou et 
al. recently introduced the concept of dye-sensitized Ln
3+
 upconversion, wherein dye 










strongly absorbing NIR radiation of ~800-875 nm, the cyanine dye antennae transferred 
the excitation energy to the Ln
3+
 ions via Förster resonant energy transfer which resulted 
in a 3,300× enhancement of emission.   This strategy not only served to increase the 
absorbance of the material but also dramatically widened the UC excitation spectrum 
58
. 
This type of UC system has not yet been tested in a solar cell, although the paper was 
written within the context of this application and rapid expansion of the technique into 
many areas of UC research might be expected in the near future.   
 As mentioned previously, organic UC systems are capable of high conversion 
efficiencies in the low power regime, but achievement of chemically stable, solid-state 
TTA systems has been elusive.  Kim et al. recently reported progress in overcoming this 
challenge by embedding the UC molecules in a rubbery CLRFLX polymer which was 
relatively impermeable to oxygen 
93
.  In addition to obtaining a moldable solid UC 
material, favorable interstitial diffusion and interaction of sensitizer and acceptor 
molecules within the polymer matrix resulted in a record-breaking quantum yield of 22%.  
The aforementioned UC microcapsules created by the same group 
152
 also demonstrate 
significant progress in developing practical material forms for TTA UC, though 
evaluation of the long-term stability of polymer UC materials is currently lacking. 
 As advances in conversion efficiency continue to push this technology towards 
critical applicability, further research into engineering considerations is required.  
Consensus on which is the most effective method of incorporating wavelength 
conversion into photovoltaics is far from being achieved.  Authors have used widely 







, and organic liquid systems 
139
.  Detailed investigations into optimum 
thickness and placement/integration should also be included in future research. 
 For photocatalysis enhancement, methods of coupling UC with catalysts deserve 
further study as well.  The aforementioned approach of directly doping catalytic crystals 
with Ln
3+
 activators is a promising, yet immature area of research.  Considering that the 
catalyst in this case also acts as the UC host, the same detailed crystal structure 
engineering that has been conducted for phosphors is also warranted herein, in order to 
optimize UC while preserving catalytic properties.  Since the internal UC emission of 
Ln
3+
-activated semiconductors cannot easily be observed due to absorption by the host, 
Stokes luminescence intensity and lifetime of the intermediate excited state could be used 
as an indicator of optical performance to assist in designing effective materials.  
Depending on the particular material in question, chemical stability and toxicity also 
requires attention for any application of Ln
3+
 wavelength conversion to environmental 
technology.  Oxide and oxyanion-type phosphors likely do not present any challenges in 
this respect, as these materials are of low toxicity/highly stable and are even being 
explored for in vivo bioimaging applications 
64
; however, the slightly hygroscopic nature 
of fluoride phosphor hosts has already incited concerns over long term stability in the 
context of the lighting industry 
162
.    
  Organic TTA-enhanced photocatalysis is largely unexplored, with wide-ranging 
opportunities for further research existing in suitable photocatalyst/conversion system 
pairs and effective techniques for coupling UC polymers with catalytic particles. As 




ignored this aspect and the use of safer solvents, as well as the push toward solid systems, 
is helping to improve the safety and stability of organic photochemical conversion. 
 In conclusion, recent research efforts on applying UC materials to energy and 
environmental technologies have resulted in notable advances.  At this stage, successful 
proofs-of-concept have been reported on all fronts and research in this field may continue 
to expand to include more detailed engineering tasks and new materials.  Such efforts can 
proceed even as new fundamental advancements in UC materials continue to arise, in 
addition to more advanced photocatalysts and PV systems.  The capacity to combine all 
these tools, as needed, represents a significant achievement in the ability to manipulate 
and convert light energy for sustainability purposes.  Further application to other 
environmental technologies is also a real possibility with potential to benefit the 
developing world, wherein sunlight remains the most prevalent source of energy. 
 
2.5.  Literature Review: Optical Properties of Praseodymium 
 
2.5.1. Background on Visible-to-UVC Upconversion 
 
 While the vast majority of UC research has focused on converting IR radiation to 
visible light, a limited number of studies have reported visible-to-UV or IR-to-UV 
conversion wherein a portion of the observed emission fell within the UVC range.  This 
literature is useful in selecting the most viable material system to pursue for application 
to UC-AMS.   In a 2005 publication, Hai-Gui et al. studied UC of green light by 
YAlO3:Er
3+
 and observed an emission peak at 275 nm 
163




due to population of the 
2
H9/2 level after two-step ESA involving the 
2
H11/2 level as an 
intermediate; however, the majority of the radiative relaxations from the upper excited 
state were in the form of lower energy visible or UVA photons 
163
.  Because of the 
relatively dense energy level structure of Er
3+
 throughout the visible and UV energy 
range, many optical transitions are possible and visible-to-UVC conversion by this 
activator is inevitably an inefficient process. 
 Unlike Er
3+
, the first excited LS level of Gd
3+
 lies well above the ground state at 
~32,154 cm
-1
 making high-energy radiative transitions highly probable.  There also exist 
several groups of energy levels, at even higher energy, which are capable of producing 
UVC emission.  Cao and coworkers have published numerous reports involving IR-to-
UVC upconverison by Gd
3+




 acting as sensitizers and ETU 
involving up to six photons 
103, 164-166
.  While emitted photons with wavelengths as low as 
245 nm were observed 
103
, in all cases the UVC emission accounted for only a small 







at 311 nm and the UVB, UVA, and visible emission by Tm
3+
.  Additionally, the 
requirement of four, five, or six photon processes to accumulate sufficient energy for UV 
emission makes such UC highly excitation intensity-dependent and is likely inefficient in 
practical, non-laser excitation scenarios.  
 The final Ln
3+
 ion with which UVC emission has been achieved through a UC 
process is praseodymium.  Visible-to-UVC UC by Pr
3+
 was first reported by Lee et al. in 
1984, involving an inefficient cooperative self-sensitization mechanism 
167
.  
Subsequently, Nicolas, Laroche, and coworkers conducted significant research on UV-
emitting Pr
3+




tunable UV lasers; however, to our knowledge, their experiments all involved ground-
state absorption of visible light, then ESA of UV photons to achieve upconverted, higher 
energy UV emission 
168-171
.  In 2006, Hu, Sun, and coauthors published a pair of papers 
marking the first report of relatively efficient visible-to-UVC emission by Pr
3+
 through a 
straight-forward ETU mechanism in Y2SiO5:Pr
3+
 single crystals 
172, 173
.  Shown in Figure 
13, the 
3
PJ intermediate states absorb visible photons in the blue-violet range and through 
ETU – or to a lesser extent, ESA – populate the 4f5d band of Pr
3+
 located in the UVC 
energy range 
172, 173
.  These experiments employed a Y2SiO5 host, which is a highly stable 
oxide used in a variety of optical and coating applications; however, this mechanism is 
generally possible for any host material wherein the 4f5d band energy is low enough such 
that it may be populated by a two-visible photon process.  Still, many other host-related 
factors determine the efficiency of UC by Pr
3+
 in a given host crystal.  Figure 14 shows 
the absorption and UC excitation spectra of Y2SiO5:Pr
3+
, indicating that this system can 
utilize a fairly wide range of visible wavelengths including violet, blue, and cyan. 
 
2.5.2.  Phosphor Design Considerations 
 
The energy levels of Pr
3+ 
(Figure 13), comprise a large number of 4f states in the infrared 
to visible range, most of which are split into multiple Stark components.   At higher 
energy, there is a 
1
S0 state of Pr
3+
 that resides at >40,000 cm
-1
 for most hosts; however, 
this is not seen in Figure 13 since it is overlapped by the 5d band, hence the term 4f5d 
band.  Because the 5d orbital is located further from the nucleus than the filled 5s and 5p 










Figure 13.  Visible-to-UVC upconversion by Pr
3+
 ETU. Reprinted with permission from 
Cates et al. (2012). Environ. Sci. Technol. 46(22): 12316 – 12328.  Copyright 2012, 
















Figure 14.  Absorption spectrum of X2-Y2SiO5:Pr
3+
 single crystal (top) and two-photon 
UV excitation spectrum (bottom, λem=280 nm).  Reprinted with permission from Hu et al. 








4f orbital and thus this energy level is heavily split by the crystal field, forming the band 
structure with a high density of states 
173
.   
 Since the electronic levels of Pr
3+
 are well-spaced and exist at infrared, visible, 
and UV energies, this ion has been studied for use in a variety of phosphor materials.   
These include long-persistent red-emitting phosphors 
174
, orange-to-blue upconversion 
phosphors 
175
, VUV quantum splitting phosphors 
162
, and the visible-to-ultraviolet UC 
materials employed in this research 
172, 173
.  All of these areas of research have 
illuminated optical behavior of Pr
3+
 dopant ions that is pertinent to developing UC-AMS.  
For example, Pr
3+
-doped materials for emission of red light use emission from the 
1
D2 
states following excitation to the 
3





relaxation.  To achieve this rapid relaxation, host materials are used that have a charge 




D2 states of 
Pr
3+  174
.  This allows back and forth transfer of energy between the Pr
3+
 dopant and host 




D2, with the host acting 
as an intermediate 
174
.  On the contrary, such rapid depopulation of the 
3
P0 state is very 
undesirable if one wants to achieve UC using Pr
3+
 and host crystals of this type should 
not be employed.  Generally, such crystals contain an oxyanion component with a group 
IV, V, or VI transition metal, particularly titanates, vanadates, zirconates, and niobates 
54
. 
 Additional host-dopant interactions involving Pr
3+
 materials have been elucidated 
in the development of VUV quantum splitting phosphors.  Therein, the goal is to make a 
phosphor that absorbs one photon of VUV radiation and emits two visible photons, 
achieving a quantum yield greater than 1, i.e. downconversion 
162
.   Excitation of Pr
3+
 












is one strategy that has been studied by many groups 
162, 176, 177
.  Thusly, it has been 
shown that if the edge of the 5d band is of greater energy than the 
1
S0 state (no overlap), 
then efficient cascade emission occurs, whereas UV emission is more likely to occur if 




.  This latter scenario is more beneficial to achieving 
visible-to-UV UC since electrons excited into the 4f5d band would be more likely to 
relax via UV-emitting transitions rather than sequential visible light emission.  High 
energy Pr
3+
 5d bands occur for hosts with highly ionic bonds such as fluorides
169
 and  in 
fact, in most cases where the 
1
S0 is of lower energy than the 5d band edge, both levels are 
too energetic to allow visible-to-UV UC in the first place.  This is because initial 
excitation to the 
3
PJ intermediate levels could be achieved using visible wavelengths; 
however, ESA, which further promotes the electron to the 
1
S0 or 5d level, would require a 
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DEVELOPMENT OF PHOTOLUMINESCENCE SPECTROSCOPY 
SYSTEM FOR VISIBLE-TO-UVC UPCONVERSION 
 
3.1.  Introduction 
 
Photoluminescence spectroscopy (PLS) is the term applied to instrumentation that 
includes an IR, visible, or UV excitation source, a sample holder, and a light detection 
system for obtaining photoluminescence emission spectra.  Spectrofluorometers are the 
most common PLS system found in chemistry laboratories and are defined by their 
containment of all components into one unit.  In more specialized systems, however, the 
components may not be contained and instead arranged on a breadboard along with the 
required optics.  The study of UC phosphors, in general, requires more specialized PLS 
systems primarily due to the large amount of background noise.  Since UC is by nature an 
inefficient nonlinear process, the upconverted emission from the sample is of very low 
intensity compared to the intensity of the excitation beam.  Therefore, ensuring that back-
scattered excitation photons are sufficiently filtered from the emission beam prior to 
detection is a priority.  Furthermore, thermal noise associated with the high-sensitivity 
detectors commonly used to study UC is also significant, warranting the use of phase-







         
 
 
Figure 15.  Schematic and photographs of the photoluminescence spectroscopy system 





of the PLS system developed for this research and Appendix A lists all of the components 
and specifications. 
 
3.2.  Excitation Sources 
 
 As elucidated by Hu et al. 
172
, visible-to-UVC conversion by Pr
3+
 occurs via the 
3
PJ intermediate levels, which have absorption bands at ~442-456 nm and ~468-490 nm 
(Figure 14).  A PLS system for studying Pr
3+
-activated UC-AMS phosphors should thus 
include an excitation source within these ranges. The popular xenon lamp sources found 
in spectrofluorometers provide tunable excitation throughout the IR, visible, and UV 
range; however, laser sources are preferred for UC research, as the higher power density 
results in a stronger UC signal 
52, 53
.  Tunable pulse laser systems allow the most 
flexibility in PLS capabilities, yet it was decided that a set of fixed wavelength 
continuous lasers would offer the most cost-effective excitation capability for this 
research.  Hence, sample excitation was typically provided by one of two continuous 
lasers: 
1.  Argon Ion Laser (Stellar Pro-ML, Modulaser Inc.).  This air-cooled gas laser 
had a total output of 1000 mW, with typical argon ion lasing lines.  Individual 
lines were selected through external placement of line filters with the 488 nm 
and 514.5 nm lines employed in this research.  The maximum powers of these 
components were roughly 200 mW each, making the argon laser the more 
powerful of the sources used in this PLS system.  The beam stability and 




2. Violet DPSS Laser (OEM Lasers Inc.).  While an argon laser can excite the 
Pr
3+





PJ absorption spectrum, at 447 nm.  In addition to offering a second 
excitation wavelength option, this diode-pumped solid state (DPSS) laser was 
considerably more compact, quiet, and energy efficient than a gas laser.  It 
emitted only one major line, thus requiring no line filters, and had a maximum 
power of 100 mW.   
 
3.3.  Optics and Sample Holder 
 
 The laser excitation light was directed to the samples using parabolic or dichroic 
mirrors and UV-grade fused silica plano-convex focusing lenses.  Each mirror employed 
had a reflectance of only ~90% and thus resulted in some loss of excitation power.  Two 
focusing lenses were placed in the beam path such that the focal point of the final lens 
was approximately at the sample surface and the beam approached the sample at 45º 
(detection occurs at 90º).  Powder samples were prepared by compacting the powder into 
the head of a hex screw, which was screwed horizontally (parallel to the floor) into a 
properly positioned vertical bracket.  Ceramic disk samples were positioned simply by 
placing them upright, facing the detection system on a raised surface.  Since exact 
placement of the sample determines its position relative to the focal point of the final 
focusing lens, and thus the power density of the incident laser beam, samples were placed 




 Upon striking a UC phosphor sample, the laser excitation results in 
omnidirectional emission of UV radiation.  Two collection lenses were placed normal to 
the sample surface to focus a portion of the emitted radiation into the detection system.  
In this case, fused silica plano-convex lenses with a UV anti-reflective coating were 
employed, in order minimize signal loss.  Prior to reaching the detection system, the 
condensed emission first passed through a chopper (see below) and one or more short-
pass filters.  These filters allowed most of the emitted UV radiation to pass through while 
most of the visible-range photons from backscattered laser light and sample Stokes 
emission were rejected, thus reducing background noise.  Even though the signal was fed 
into a monochromator, the intensity of the scattered laser light was high enough to 
overwhelm the monochromator grating, making the use of rejection filters a necessity. 
 
3.4.  Detection System 
 
 After excitation and emission collection, the UC emission spectrum was analyzed 
by an optical detection system.  Emitted radiation first passed into the monochromator 
opening, where there was a collimating lens that transformed the diverging emission 
beam into a collimated beam to allow more effective spectral separation by the 
monochromator.  The emission spectrum was then spatially separated by the 
monochromator, which employed a MgF-coated grating for more effective throughput in 
the UV range.  The separated emission was then scanned onto the detector slit and 




current signal from the PMT was converted to a voltage signal by a preamplifier and then 
connected to an Oriel Merlin signal processor.   
Together with the optical chopper (see Figure 15), the lock-in amplifier in the 
Merlin unit achieved phase-sensitive detection.  Therein, the chopper rotates, “chopping” 
the emission beam so it was modulated with a particular waveform and generally with a 
frequency of 120 Hz.  This modulation makes the emission signal distinct from the 
thermal noise generated in the PMT and the lock-in amp can extract the signal using a 
low-pass electronic filter.  Signal-to-noise ratio was thus improved by several orders of 
magnitude, allowing analysis of even weak UC emission.  The entire detection system 

















UPCONVERSION  ANTIMICROBIAL  SURFACES  PROOF-OF-
CONCEPT:  SURFACE  DEVELOPMENT  AND  MICROBIAL  
STUDIES 
 
4.1.  Introduction 
 
In proposing a new technology, proof-of-concept demonstration is required in 
order to move the concept out of the theoretical domain and into the research and 
development stage.  Since a UC-based AMS has never been reported, the first task in 
pursuing this new class of functional materials is to show that surface microorganisms 
can in fact be inactivated by visible light that has been upconverted into UVC radiation.  
Herein, the Y2SiO5:Pr
3+
 system reported by Hu et al. 
172
 (2.5.1) was used as a starting 
point for material development, as it was seen as likely the most efficient existing 
phosphor capable of upconverting visible-range photons into germicidal energies.  In 
their work, Hu et al. studied a single crystal, which is impractical for the present 
application and, instead, powder phosphors offer greater flexibility.  However, Zhmurin 
et al. and Masalov et al. studied Stokes emission in Y2SiO5:Pr
3+
 nanocrystals and found 
that 
1
D2 emission was less efficient when compared to the bulk material 
72, 178
.  The 
difference was attributed to the spatial confinement of the nanocrystals causing clustering 
of Pr
3+
 ions and higher incidence of detrimental cross relaxation.  At this time, the 
relative efficiency of visible-to-UVC UC in Y2SiO5:Pr
3+








 co-activation and Li
+ 
codoping were explored in 
the present phosphor development experiments in order to test a variety of phosphor 
compositions.  As mentioned previously, Gd
3+
 is known to emit intense UVB radiation at 




S7/2 transition; moreover, several studies have observed that 
Pr
3+
 ions in the 4f5d states may sensitize such transitions 
179, 180
.  In addition, doping with 
Li
+
, while not an optically active ion, in certain oxide phosphor systems is known to 





A successful proof-of-concept demonstration of UC-AMS may be formalized as 
meeting the following three criteria: (1) observation of any measureable surface 
microbial inactivation; (2) proof that the inactivation resulted from UVC radiation; and 
(3) the UVC was generated by UC of visible photons originating from an incoherent light 
source of relatively practical intensity.  The final criterion is appropriate due to the 
nonlinear nature of UC, wherein conversion efficiency is dependent on excitation 
intensity.  Thus, while generation of sufficient UVC photon emission to kill 
microorganisms may be achieved using laser excitation, such an accomplishment does 
not provide evidence that the same system would function under sunlight or ambient light 
scenarios.  Excitation sources for the following surface inactivation experiments are thus 
restricted to commercial compact fluorescent bulbs. 
 
4.2.  Experimental Section 
 




All chemicals were purchased from Sigma Aldrich.  Yttrium nitrate was prepared 
from Y2O3 (99.999%) by boiling in 1:1 nitric acid (trace metal grade) and evaporating to 
dryness in an oven at 104 ºC.  Any dopants were also added at the same time as HNO3, 
with appropriate amounts of 0.2 M aqueous Ln
3+
 dopant solutions and 1 M LiNO3 





omitted at 1/3 the molar amount of Li
+





M) were prepared from Pr(NO3)3∙6H2O(99.99%) and Gd(NO3)3∙6H2O (99.99%).  
Tetraethoxysilane (TEOS, 99.999%) was the silicon source and gelling agent. All water 
was purified on a Millipore ultra-purification system. 
 
4.2.2.  Powder Phosphor Synthesis 
 
Optical properties of the UC phosphors were studied mainly by use of nano- or 
microcrystalline powder materials prepared via sol gel decomposition.  Sol gels were 
made by converting 5.3 g of Y2O3 to the anhydrous nitrate form (with dopants) and then 
dissolving in 17.25 mL of ethanol (200 proof) and 5.4 mL of water.  A stoichiometric 
amount of TEOS was then added, followed by an additional 10 min of stirring.  The 
solutions in beakers were heated at ~70 ºC until a clear gel formed.  The gels were placed 
in an oven at 104 ºC for 17 h to form a tacky xerogel, which was ground to a powder with 
mortar and pestle and placed in alumina crucibles. The samples were heated to 1000 ºC at 
a ramp of 8 ºC/min in a muffle furnace with air atmosphere and held at 1000 ºC for 3 h, 
then cooled naturally down to room temperature.  Dopant concentrations were adjusted to 












 for samples with Li
+
.  
Upconversion emission was optimized at a Li
+
 concentration of 7.2 mol %. The resulting 
powders appeared off-white for samples without Li
+
, while the samples with Li
+
 were 




4.2.3.  Coating Procedure 
 
To coat substrates for antimicrobial testing, 12.7 mm × 12.7 mm (0.25 in
2
) silica 
glass squares were first roughened with 150-grit sandpaper and washed clean.  They were 
then dipped manually into a sol solution prepared in the same manner as the sol for the 
powder phosphors except that it was stirred gently overnight and then aged for an 
additional day.  One side of each square was wiped clean and the film on the other side 
was allowed to dry for 1 h at room temperature and then 1 h in an oven at 104 ºC. They 
were then transferred to a furnace and heated in the same manner as the powder 
phosphor. 
 
4.2.4.  Characterization 
 
Stokes emission spectra were obtained by preparing 0.3% (w/w) phosphor powder 
suspensions in ethanol via sonication and analyzed on a Shimadzu spectrofluorometer 
equipped with xenon arc lamp.  Upconversion emission spectra were obtained with an 
argon laser (Stellar Pro-L-ML, Modulaser Inc.) and the PLS system described in Chapter 
3.  Unactivated Y2SiO5:Li
+




was subtracted from all sample spectra.   X-ray diffraction analysis was performed on the 
as-made powder samples in a Scintag XGEN-4000 diffractometer using Cu Kα radiation.  
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) of lithium-doped powders was performed with a 
JEOL JSM-6490LV SEM at 15-20 kV after sputter coating the samples with gold for 30 
s.  For imaging of non-lithium-doped powders and surface coatings, a JEOL JSM-6500F 
Field Emission SEM was used at an accelerating voltage of 5 kV. 
 
4.2.5.  Biofilm Growth and Imaging 
 
Pseudomonas aeruginosa PAO1 was grown in tryptic soy broth (TSB) at 37 ºC. 
Cells were harvested by centrifugation at 1000 g for 10 min and washed twice with 
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS; pH 7.0).  A PAO1 suspension was prepared by 
resuspending the cell pellet in 50 mL of PBS.  Biofilms were grown in a Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) reactor (Biosurface Technologies Inc., Bozeman, 
MT). The CDC reactor contained four rods that each held three glass coupons.  Phosphor-
coated and control glass samples were affixed to two of these rods, on opposing sides.  
An overnight culture was prepared by incubating PAO1 in 1/10 diluted TSB for 20 h at 
37 ºC.  The sterile reactor was inoculated with 3.5 mL of an overnight culture that had 
been added to 350 mL of 1/100 diluted TSB.  The initial PAO1 population in this batch 
medium was about 10
6
 colony-forming units (cfu)/mL. Two “cool white” 13 W compact 
fluorescent bulbs were placed on opposite sides of the reactor, in line with the outward-
facing samples, and UV filters were placed in between (cutoff <400 nm) to block any UV 




room temperature.  After the 24 h, the reactor was connected via a nutrient feed line to a 
carboy containing 1/300 diluted TSB and was operated in the continuous-flow mode at a 
flow rate of 11.67 mL/min for 24 h.  In order to evaluate cell membrane integrity, the 
BacLight Live/Dead bacterial viability kit (L-7012; Molecular Probes) was used.  The kit 
contains Syto 9 and propidium iodide to differentiate between cells with intact 
membranes (live) and membrane-damaged cells (dead), respectively.  The stain was 
prepared by dilution of 3 μL of each component into 1 mL of distilled water.  Biofilm 
samples were imaged with a Leica AOBS-SP2 confocal laser scanning microscope 
(CLSM; Leica Microsystems Inc.).  A water immersion objective lens (63 by 0.9 
numerical aperture) was used.  The optimum photomultiplier setting was determined in a 
pre-experiment, and then the same photomultiplier setting was used for all untreated and 
treated samples.  When these preparations were analyzed, at least 2000 cells were scored 
per sample. The image stacks collected by CSLM were analyzed with MetaMorph 
software (Molecular Devices Corp.) and Imaris software (Bitplane).  Each type of 
differently doped phosphor surface was analyzed in triplicate to ensure reproducibility, 
though digital images were only saved for one of each sample type; however, each set of 
triplicates yielded similar biofilm results. 
 
4.2.6.  Surface Inactivation 
 





 Coated glass coupons were sterilized by germicidal UVC lamps for several 
minutes, and then 50 μL of 3×10
7




solution was pipetted onto each sample and allowed to dry for 2 h.  Samples were placed 
in open Petri dishes and a glass UV filter (cutoff <400 nm) was used to cover the dish, 
which was placed 3 cm beneath two 30 W Life-glo2 fluorescent bulbs (Hagen Corp.).  
The bulbs and immediate area were kept cool with a small fan.  For each data point, at 
least three coupons per sample type were removed at each time increment and assayed 
via the spread plate method. Spores were recovered from the coupons by placing the 
samples in a Falcon tube containing 10 mL of phosphate buffer and vortexing for 1 min.  
To estimate external optical efficiency of the coated samples, the blue light output of the 
fluorescent bulbs used in biological experiments was measured at the appropriate 
distance by use of a radiometer with “blue light safety detector”, showing response from 
400 to 520 nm and peaking at 460 nm (Solar Light Company, Inc.).  This response 
provides good coverage of the Pr
3+
 two-photon excitation spectrum as reported by Hu et 
al. 
172













P0).  The intensity of germicidal UV emitted in the direction of the deposited 
microorganisms was estimated from a dose response curve for B. subtilis spores.  These 
data were obtained from a bench scale collimated beam apparatus with low-pressure UV 
lamps (4 × 4 W, Philips Co.), which introduces nearly monochromatic UV light into the 
experimental reactor.  Bacterial spore suspensions of 10
6
 cfu/mL were pipetted at 50 μL 
per sample onto sterile 1 × 1 cm glass slides, dried, and then placed under the collimated 
beam.  The organisms were recovered and assayed in the same manner as the UC coated 
samples.  The UV intensity was controlled to 0.3 mW/cm
2
 and was measured with a 
radiometer with UV 254 detector (UVX radiometer, UVP Co.).  Ultraviolet dose 




intensity at 254 nm (milliwatts per square centimeter) and exposure time (seconds). A 
linear regression was fitted to the linear portion of the dose-response curve to estimate 
UV dose as a function of inactivation. 
 
4.3.  Results and Discussion 
 
4.3.1.  Phosphor Development  
 
SEM analysis of the Y2SiO5:Pr
3+
 powder doped at 1.0 mol % revealed aggregated 
small crystallites of ~25 nm, shown in Figure 16.  The room-temperature UC emission 
spectrum under 488 nm excitation is shown in Figure 17 and is in agreement with past 
studies on commercial Y2SiO5:Pr
3+
 laser crystals, wherein 255-360 nm radiation is 
emitted via the two-photon excitation process described above 
172, 173
. 
To maximize the observable antimicrobial action, the UVC emission was 
improved by lithium codoping, which has been shown to enhance upconversion in oxide 
phosphors due to a number of structural effects 
160, 161, 182, 185, 186
.  In this case, a 7.5-fold 
increase in overall integrated UC emission peak area and a 14.0-fold increase in UVC 
emission were observed at an optimized 7.2 mol % doping concentration and were 
attributed to changes both at the local activator centers and in the surrounding phosphor 
lattice.  First, X-ray diffraction analysis showed that Li
+

























.  Reprinted with 
permission from Cates et al. (2011). Environ. Sci. Technol. 45(8): 3680-3686.  Copyright 













Figure 17.   Top:  Upconversion emission spectra of Y2SiO5:Pr
3+
 phosphor powders with 







 emission to show height of UVB peak. Bottom: X-ray diffraction 
patterns of Y2SiO5 powders with and without Li
+
 doping.  Reprinted with permission 
from Cates et al. (2011). Environ. Sci. Technol. 45(8): 3680-3686.  Copyright 2011, 





expected X1-Y2SiO5 monoclinic phase structure 
187
, while the Li
+
-doped version was of 
the X2 phase (Figure 17). With all samples annealed at 1000 ºC, well below the 
formation temperature of the X2 phase 
187
, this result was unexpected; however, it is 





 as well as similar asymmetry induced by the Li
+







I6 transition probabilities.  Second, Li
+
 doping induced the 
formation of much larger crystallites of 1 μm or greater, as seen in Figure 16.  Most 
literature supports a positive correlation between crystallite size and upconversion 
efficiency caused by a higher ratio of internal dopants to surface dopants, the latter of 
which can effectively relax nonradiatively through energy transfer to vibrational surface 
functionalities.
189, 190
  Similarly, in other studies, reductions in phonon- correlation 
between crystallite size and upconversion efficiency caused by a higher ratio of internal 





.  The presence of both symmetry effects and reduction of 
vibrational loss is also evident herein from the emission spectra obtained under direct 
excitation by UV radiation (Figure 18), which show that Stokes emission is also 
improved with Li
+
 presence but to a much lesser extent.  The differences in degree of 
emission enhancement exist because directly excited 5d 4f emission will be improved 
by reducing phonon-assisted relaxations through larger crystallites and OH reduction, 
while symmetry distortion will have much less influence than it will on the parity-
forbidden intra-4f electric dipole transitions required for the UC mechanisms.  Greater 
integrated peak area in these phosphors’ emission was also accompanied by a blue shift 
in the UVC emission peak of 885 cm
-1




5d manifold in the Li
+
- doped powders.  This is attributed to lower covalency of the 
Y/Ln-O bonds in X2-Y2SiO5, in contrast to the X1 polymorph, which is more greatly 
influenced by the nephelauxetic effect 
192
.  Such a shift is welcomed in our case as this 
places the emission peak further into the action spectrum of radiation-induced DNA 
dimerization. 
Additional codoping experimentation revealed that gadolinium can have a 
beneficial effect on emission when doped in equimolar proportion to the Pr
3+
 activator 
and adds an additional peak at 314 nm, as seen in Figure 17.  This sharp UVB emission 









S7/2 intra-4f transitions, as has been reported previously in fluoride crystals 
179
,  and is 
depicted in Figure 19.  Under direct excitation at 255 nm by xenon lamp, the Pr
3+
 Stokes 
emission is diminished upon Gd
3+
 inclusion since energy is diverted away from excited 
Pr
3+
 centers to populate Gd
3+
 excited-state levels (Figure 18).  However, under 488 nm 
excitation, the material showed 67% increase in Pr
3+
 UC emission when codoped with 
Gd
3+
, the exact reason for which is currently unknown.  Conversely, in conjunction with 
Li
+
, coactivation with Gd
3+
 served to detract from UVC upconversion emission, similar 
to the Stokes emission results.  In summary, ascending order of upconverted UVC 
emission intensity from different doping schemes in the powder phosphors is: Pr
3+
 only 


























Figure 18.  UV Stokes emission by Y2SiO5 phosphors under 250 nm excitation by xenon 
arc lamp. Reprinted with permission from Cates et al. (2011). Environ. Sci. Technol. 














Figure 19.  Sensitization of Gd
3+
 upper excited states by doubly excited Pr
3+
 ion. 
Reprinted with permission from Cates et al. (2011). Environ. Sci. Technol. 45(8): 3680-







4.3.2.  Biofilm Inhibition  
 
Figure 20 presents the CSLM micrographs of P. aeruginosa biofilms grown on 





activated dark control showed mature biofilms after 48 h in the reactor, thereby excluding 
any antimicrobial effects arising from unforeseen phenomena.  The upconverting 
surfaces, in contrast, exhibited clear inhibition of biofilm development with no formation 
of mushroom-shaped multicellular structures and visibly higher numbers of dead cells, 
which fluoresce red due to propidium iodide penetration.  It is important to consider that 
this viability test assesses membrane integrity and thus significantly underestimates the 
number of inactivated cells resulting from UVC exposure, which mainly affects internal 
biomolecules and only indirectly results in membrane degradation 
193





doped coating resulted in noticeably less biofilm inhibition than the triply doped 
phosphor surface containing the Gd
3+
 coactivator.  These results somewhat contradict our 
initial assumption that the relative order of UC efficiency among the dip-coated surfaces 
will mirror that of the powder phosphors, and it is possible that this results from the 
differences in morphology between the crystalline films and the powders. Scanning 
electron micrographs of the dip-coated surfaces shows that both doping schemes exhibit 
crystallites of 50-100 nm, while in the powder samples, crystallite sizes were in the 
micrometer range (Figure 16 and Figure 21).  No significant difference was noticed 




 coating and the triply doped coating 






Figure 20.  Confocal scanning laser micrographs showing inhibition of Pseudomonas 
aeruginosa biofilms grown on illuminated phosphor-coated surfaces. (A) Unactivated 
Y2SiO5:Li
+






-doped surface under 

















 surface under light conditions with top view 
(top) and cross-sectional view (bottom). Live and dead cells appear green and red, 
respectively, due to BacLight viability staining.  Reprinted with permission from Cates et 







film thickness (data not shown).  Furthermore, antimicrobial effects of 314 nm emission 
from Gd
3+
 should not be ruled out as a contributor to the observed results, and additional 
quantitative biofilm analysis is required to assess a true statistically significant difference 
between the two surfaces’ inhibition effects.  
Analysis of the biofilm cross sections imaged through CSLM (Figure 20) suggests 
that the phosphor-coated surface causes inactivation not only in the layer of cells in direct 
contact with sample but also in the upper portions of the film, several cell layers from the 
material surface.  Such through-space inactivation is indicative of the optical nature of the 
biocidal mode, in contrast to contact-type polymer antimicrobial surfaces, which have 




 In our experiments, UVC photons 
emitted into the biofilm are expected to encounter either active genetic material or the 
remainder that is composed of primarily polysaccharides/lipopolysaccharides (LPS) and 
smaller amounts of free nucleic acids 
194
.  The UV absorbances of these substances were 
reported by Pier et al. 
195
,showing that LPS generated by P. aeruginosa has an 
absorbance peak at 206 nm and extracellular nucleic acids have a peak at approximately 
255 nm with moderate widths.  Both regions of absorption are located deeper in the UV 
than the emission band from the Pr
3+
- activated surfaces, which peaks at 278 nm, still 
well within the mutagenic range.  The minimal overlap between these spectra accounts 
for the lack of complete attenuation of incident visible light and emitted UV photons 
from the phosphor surface by biofilm slime and supports the occurrence of inactivation in 
upper portions of the films.  This characteristic also distinguishes the UC strategy from 
photocatalysis in that availability of oxygen at the material interface is no longer a 




absorption behavior, rather than the possibility of complete quenching of radical species 
by water or organic matter.   While the UV photon flux will nonetheless diminish 
gradually with increasing biofilm thickness, the above observations show a fundamental 
difference in the mode of biocidal action, which is capable of penetrating certain fouling 
layers without the need for direct contact or chemical biocide release, as with existing 
technologies. 
 
 4.3.3.  Surface Inactivation  
 
Quantitative analysis of antimicrobial effect was studied through inactivation kinetics of 
Bacillus subtilis ATCC 6633 endospores deposited and dried on the coated surfaces.  The 
spores of this organism show similar UV susceptibility to Bacillus anthracis spores and 
will remain viable in dry conditions 
196
.  Figure 21 shows the inactivation curves resulting 
from exposure of the deposited spores on coated surfaces to a daylight fluorescent lamp 
at 1960 μW/cm
2
 in the blue range equipped with a UV filter (cutoff <400 nm).  Ten days 
of visible light exposure resulted in 1.01-log inactivation (90% reduction) of B. subtilis 







-coated surface.  Figure 22 (top) compares the inactivation 
on differently doped surfaces after 10 days of exposure, with ascending order of mean 
















.  This order 
follows that of increasing UC emission intensities from Figure 17 with the exception of 
the relative efficacies of the Li
+
-doped samples, which are in agreement with the biofilm 
inhibition results.  We also conducted a biodosimetric analysis based on the dose-





                     
 
                         
 
Figure 21.  Inactivation of Bacillus subtilis spores on dry phosphor-coated surfaces. Top: 
Inactivation kinetics of Y2SiO5 phosphors with different doping schemes exposed to 
“daylight” fluorescent lighting and dark controls. Unactivated surfaces showed no 
inactivation under visible light after 10 days (data not shown). Bottom: Scanning 




 nanocrystalline surface 
prepared through dip-coating in precursor sol solution. White scale bar is 1 μm. All error 
bars show standard deviations.  Reprinted with permission from Cates et al. (2011). 







                    
Figure 22.  Top: 10-day log inactivation of spores on Y2SiO5-coated surfaces with 
different doping schemes under visible light. Bottom: Inactivation dose_response of B. 
subtilis spores on dry surface exposed to known doses of UVC from low-pressure Hg 
bulbs, λ = 254 nm. The linear portion of this curve was used for biodosimetric estimation 
of the upconversion efficiency of coated samples.   Reprinted with permission from Cates 
et al. (2011). Environ. Sci. Technol. 45(8): 3680-3686.  Copyright 2011, American 




Figure 22 (bottom), which projects that the 1.01-log reduction from the triply doped 
surface during the kinetic experiments resulted from an approximate 14 mJ/cm
2
 UV dose 
(254 nm equivalent).  This translates to an average UV intensity of 0.016 μW/cm
2
 and 
places the external optical efficiency of the system on the order of 0.001%, defined as the 
percentage of incident blue light power density converted into UVC of 254 nm 
equivalence and emitted upward from the surface.  The inactivation experiments herein 
represent the lowest excitation intensity used in an evaluation of upconversion materials 
reported thus far and show that such low conversion efficiencies are already adequate to 
invoke a measurable effect on microorganisms and even biofilms.  While inactivation 
kinetics are much slower in comparison to conventional technologies, there exists ample 
room for improvement in material performance through pursuing further understanding 
of visible-to-ultraviolet UC phosphors and through use of improved surface coatings.  
Pending future increases in conversion efficiency, practical inactivation of pathogens 
under ambient light intensities may be possible, as well as more rapid disinfection under 
stronger light, such as tropical sunlight for use in solar water disinfection (SODIS) for 
developing countries. 
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DELINEATING  MECHANISMS  OF UPCONVERSION  
ENHANCEMENT  BY Li
+




5.1.  Introduction 
 
In the previous chapter, Li
+
 was added to the Y2SiO5:Pr
3+
 phosphors in order to 
improve UC efficiency; the use of this codopant was borrowed from the literature, 
wherein Li
+ 
doping in photoluminescent, oxide-based crystalline materials is a widely 
reported strategy to significantly enhance optical efficiencies.  Particular success has been 
reported for UC phosphors, wherein upconverted emission enhancements of roughly an 
order of magnitude have resulted from addition of Li
+







, and Y2SiO5 
104
, regardless of the type of activator ions 
employed.  The mechanism by which Li
+
 enhances luminescence is complex, and 
actually consists of several independent mechanisms with the relative contribution of 
each being seemingly dependent on the specific material.     
The most obvious way by which Li
+
 can improve luminescence is via a flux effect 
leading to larger crystallites.  At annealing temperature, the presence of the codopant may 
result in a liquid phase at the grain boundaries that dramatically enhances the rate of 
crystallite formation.  This has been reported to occur during sol gel, combustion, and 
conventional solid state syntheses 
104, 186, 199, 200




purity are produced, as evidenced by both electron microscopy and peak width analysis 
of X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns.  Crystallite enlargement results in a greater fraction 
of activator ions inhabiting the interior of the crystals, rather than the near-surface where 
energy can be rapidly lost by transfer to surface defects with high vibrational energies 
53
.  
The latter effect is responsible for the poor UC performance of nanoscale phosphors in 
general, which many researchers have successfully mitigated through the encapsulation 
of UC nanoparticles with a transparent shell to prevent energy transfer to surface defects 
153, 155, 190
.  
Another frequently stated explanation for optical enhancement by lithium is the 
tailoring of the activator ions’ site geometry 
173, 181, 197, 198
.  Lanthanide UC phosphors rely 
strictly on parity-forbidden intra-4f electronic transitions which will exhibit low 
spontaneous transition probabilities in the presence of inversion symmetry according to 
the Laporte rule. This low transition probability can be detrimental, as it results in a low 
absorption coefficient, yet beneficial in that it also contributes to the characteristic long 
excited-state lifetimes of Ln
3+
 ions that allow UC to take place.  Incorporation of a low 
concentration of Li
+
 into a phosphor crystal and the resultant localized distortion of 
activator cation sites have been stated by many to be the main cause of observed 
luminescence enhancements, wherein the distortion allows stronger absorption of 
excitation photons.  However, several of these studies also report an increase in the 
radiative lifetimes of the emitting ions 
161, 193, 199, 201
.  Since the intrinsic radiative lifetime, 










And the probability of stimulated absorption, either from the ground state or an 
intermediate state, is given by: 
 
     
  
  




(where ga and gb are the statistical weights of the absorbing and emitting states, 
respectively, and nω is the number of photons of the appropriate energy within the control 
volume of the excitation beam
55
), then by substitution of Eq. 1 into Eq. 2, it follows that 
any luminescence improvement resulting from a change in site geometry accompanied by 
greater absorption will be accompanied by a decrease in radiative lifetime of both 
intermediate and final emitting states.  It is thereby implied that lower activator site 
symmetry yields both higher absorption and emission probabilities.  The data in the 
above references therefore suggest that other factors, aside from, or in addition to site 
distortion, are responsible for the observed UC enhancement that accompanies the slower 
luminescence decay rates. 
 While the flux effect and site geometry distortion warrant consideration in 
virtually any phosphor doped with Li
+
, still other mechanisms may be important 
depending on the specific host crystal structure.  For materials in which the trivalent 
activator substitutes a divalent host cation, such as Ca
2+
, lithium substitution can provide 
charge compensation and reduce the number of cation vacancies 
202
.  Other studies have 
reported a phase change upon Li
+
 addition, which may or may not be optically favorable 
104, 203
.  There also exists much ambiguity as to the possibility and role of oxygen 
vacancies formed when Li
+ 




substitution.  Activator site distortion, lattice expansion, and sensitization by F-centers 
have all been suggested in the literature as possible beneficial effects of these vacancies 
204, 205
; however, there is little evidence showing whether or not charge compensation 
occurs as a result of vacancies or interstitial Li
+
.  In this Chapter, the mechanisms of 
enhancement by Li
+
 are delineated and quantified, in order to better understand its role in 
Y2SiO5:Pr
3+
 UC and other phosphor materials.  Other codopants were also examined for 
comparison in order to reveal which properties of Li
+
 are of importance. 
 
5.2.  Experimental Section 
 
5.2.1.  Syntheses 
 
 Y2SiO5 phosphors were prepared by a sol gel decomposition method described in 
detail in Section 4.2.2, using an assumed stoichiometry of Y2-x-yPrxLi3ySiO5.  A Pr
3+
 
concentration of 1.2 mol.% (x=0.024) was used for all samples, which was previously 
determined to be the optimum concentration for the Li
+
-doped phosphors and all samples 
were annealed at 1000 ºC for 3 h unless otherwise stated.  Sodium,  scandium and 
lanthanum  codoping were achieved by adding the 99.995% purity metal nitrate to the 
sol, and zinc codoping by adding 99.999% ZnO powder to the Y2O3 prior to dissolving in 
HNO3,
 
while appropriate portions of Y2O3 were omitted.  Zirconium doping was 
conducted through the addition of zirconyl chloride. Samples of each composition were 




in air for 1 h using a Lindberg Blue-M general purpose tube furnace and are denoted 
herein as X2-1500º. 
 
5.2.2.  Analyses 
 
Upconversion emission spectra (488 nm argon laser excitation) were obtained as 
described Section 4.2.4.  Stokes (visible) emission under 488 nm excitation was recorded 
using the same setup as with UC measurements, except that the 400 nm shortpass filter at 
the monochromator entrance was replaced with a 488 nm notch filter.  Scanning electron 
micrographs were obtained as in 4.2.4.  XRD patterns were measured using a Panalytical 
X’pert Pro diffractometer with X’celerator detector.  Crystallographic parameters were 
obtained via Rietveld analysis of XRD data using GSAS and EXPGUI software 
206, 207
.  
Patterns were modeled using the X2 monoclinic phase (space group I 2/a 
208
) and/or the 
X1 phase (space group P 21/c 
209
).  The crystal structure was drawn using DRAWxtl 
210
.  
The lithium contents of select samples were determined by a certified commercial lab via 
inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES) after sodium 
hydroxide flux digestion. 
 
5.3.  Results and Discussion 
 





Under blue light excitation, Y2SiO5:Pr
3+
 can emit UV radiation of 255-365 nm as 
a result of excited state absorption and, to a greater extent, energy transfer upconversion 
(ETU) followed by radiative relaxation from the lowest 4f5d level, as previously shown 
104, 172
.  Figure 23A compares the emission spectra of the unmodified Y2SiO5:Pr
3+
 
material (i.e. no codopants, annealed at 1000 ºC for 3 h) and the most efficient 
composition (“10%” Li
+
 addition, i.e. prepared assuming a composition of 
Y1.909Pr0.024Li0.2SiO5
‡
) under 488 nm excitation by an argon laser at 140 mW, and Figure 
23B shows the integrated emission intensities versus Li
+
 concentration.  The 
concentrations reported as percentage reflect the amount of Li
+
 added during synthesis, 
while the ICP-OES measurements showed that approximately 5-10% of the added Li
+
 
evaporated during annealing at 1000 ºC for 3 h.  It was observed that the unmodified 
material showed an emission maximum at 285 nm, while samples with 3% Li
+
 or higher 
showed maxima at 276 nm. This is associated with a change from the X1 to the X2 
polymorph, as described below, and the associated shift in energy of the 4f5d manifold 
24, 
192
.  Emission increased markedly with increasing Li
+
 doping and then the trend reversed 
between 10 and 12.5% doping.  A separate set of samples, denoted X2-1500º, was 
prepared using no Li
+
 and annealed at 1500 ºC for 1 h, which also showed more intense 





 was relatively constant for samples with the same host polymorph and showed no 
correlation to Li
+
 dopant concentration (data not shown). 
 
                                                          
‡
 While 7.2% Li+ was found to be optimum during the experiments reported in the 











Figure 23. (A) UV upconversion emission spectra of unmodified Y2SiO5:Pr
3+
 (dashed) 
and the same material doped with 10% Li
+
 (solid), λexc = 488 nm.  (B) Integrated UV 
emission intensities of samples prepared at 1000 ºC (hollow) and X2-1500º (solid gray) 
versus codoping concentration.  Intensities have been normalized to that of the 
unmodified phosphor.  Error bars show standard deviations. Reprinted with permission 
from Cates et al. (2012). J. Phys. Chem. C 116(23): 12772-12778.  Copyright 2012, 





5.3.2.  Crystal Structure and Morphology 
 
Evidence of a flux effect by Li
+
 is clearly seen in Figure 24, wherein the codoped 
powders showed spherical crystallites of up to ~1.5 µm, compared to <50 nm for the 
unmodified phosphor (see Section 4.3.1).  The X2-1500º samples also exhibited micron-
sized crystallites showing that the high temperature treatment resulted in similar growth 
kinetics to the presence of a Li
+
 flux.  X-ray diffraction analysis revealed further 
differences in crystal structure and purity among the various samples.  The host crystal, 
Y2SiO5, is known to form two polymorphs 
211
.  The first, X1-Y2SiO5, is formed below 





 (the larger rare-earths).  This phase has a monoclinic unit cell with 
space group P 21/c and the Y
3+
 ions occupy two sites that are 9-coordinated and 7-
coordinated, respectively.  The second phase,  X2-Y2SiO5, formed by annealing above 




 ) and 
has a monoclinic unit cell with space group I 2/a.  There are also two crystallographically 
distinct Y
3+
 sites in this structure, but their coordination is lower at 6 and 7, respectively.  
The X2 structure is shown in Figure 25.  As expected, unmodified Y2SiO5:Pr
3+
 exhibited 
the X1 structure; however, as described in the previous chapter, Li
+
 doping induced a 
complete transformation to the X2 structure at concentrations as low as 3%, even though 
these samples were still annealed at only 1000 °C. The X2-1500º samples also adopted 
the X2 structure, due to their higher annealing temperature.  As discussed later, the phase 
transition to X2-Y2SiO5 is responsible for a significant fraction of the UC enhancement 
seen in the Li
+







                                            
 
 
Figure 24. Scanning electron micrographs of Y2SiO5:Pr
3+
 doped with 10% Li
+
 (top left, 
scale bar = 2 μm), X2-1500° (top right, scale bar = 2 μm), and Y2SiO5:Pr
3+
 doped with 
5% La
3+
, annealed at 1000 °C for 36 h (bottom, scale bar = 1 μm). Reprinted with 
permission from Cates et al. (2012). J. Phys. Chem. C 116(23): 12772-12778.  Copyright 







According to the Rietveld analyses, one of which is depicted in Figure 25 
(structural parameters are listed in Appendix B), the main impurity found in the 
unmodified Y2SiO5:Pr
3+ 
phosphor was a 6% content of the X2 polymorph, while Li
+
-
doped and X2-1500º samples contained only small fractions of Y2O3.  Figure 26 shows 
unit cell volume as a function of Li
+
 doping concentration, wherein the undoped X2-
phase Y2SiO5 has the smallest unit cell and the Pr
3+
 singly-doped phosphor (“X2-1500º”) 
shows a significantly expanded lattice.  Addition of Li
+
 causes an initial drop in cell 
volume which then increases with higher Li
+
 content until ~12.5%; thus, the presence of 
Li
+
 appears to partially negate the lattice expansion due to Pr
3+
, but causes a less 





in the material, it is unknown whether charge compensation occurs through 
the formation of oxygen vacancies (  
  , i.e.Y2-yLiySiO5-y) or by interstitial codopant ions 
(   
 , i.e. Y2-yLi3ySiO5), both of which could potentially result in the observed expansion.  
Yet, the results mentioned above, and other data that follow, suggest that formation of 
   
  ’s is the more likely mechanism.  One out of every five oxygen atoms in X2-Y2SiO5 is 
not associated with SiO4
2-





 ions also show the shortest Y-O bond distances in the Y
3+
 oxygen 
coordination spheres.  It is therefore hypothesized that if one of these sites were vacated 
due to charge compensation, the adjacent RE site would have more space to allow 
occupation by large Pr
3+
 ions.  In this fashion, localized combinations of    
  /  




 to enter the structure while causing less overall expansion of the lattice 





                                    
         
Figure 25.  Top: Structure of X2−Y2SiO5; blue = O
2−
; green = Y
3+
, yellow = Si
4+
-
containing tetrahedra. Bottom: Sample Rietveld fit to X-ray diffraction data of doped 
X2−Y2SiO5 . Reprinted with permission from Cates et al. (2012). J. Phys. Chem. C 











Figure 26.  Unit cell volume versus Li
+
 concentration for X2−Y2SiO5 samples.  
Reprinted with permission from Cates et al. (2012). J. Phys. Chem. C 116(23): 12772-













































Table 4.  Effects of various codopants on the crystal structure (polymorph) of 
Y2SiO5:Pr
3+
 annealed at 1000 ºC.  All species were added at 10%, with the exception of 
Zr
4+
.  *Doping with 3% Li
+
 and 6% Zr
4+
 resulted in the X1 phase, while 10% Li
+
 and 6% 
Zr
4+
 resulted in the X2 phase.  
 










































theory, the gradual increase in volume seen with increasing Li
+
 content is due to the 
increased concentration of    
  . 
To reveal why the addition of Li
+
 to Y2SiO5 causes a transformation to the high 







were doped at 10% (assuming Y1.909Pr0.024M0.2SiO5) and tested for any similar effects.  
Results, shown in Table 4, suggest this phase transition is only observed at lower 
temperature for codopant ions that are both (1) smaller than Y
3+
 and (2) of lower 




. Since the X2 polymorph has lower Y
3+
 site coordination 
numbers, it is reasonable that doping with smaller ions would thermodynamically 
encourage this phase.  However, it also seems apparent that aliovalent substitution and 
the resultant charge compensation mechanism (whether it is   
   or interstitial ions) are 
required, or else Sc
3+
 doping would have resulted in the X2 polymorph.   We further 
confirmed this model by doping Zr
4+
  into the Li
+
-containing samples to show the effect 
of reintroducing some of the positive charge that would be lost when Y
3+
 is replaced by 
Li
+
.   This was done using the smallest Li
+
 concentration found to result in the phase 
transformation, 3%, and Zr
4+
 was added at 6% in an attempt to prevent the need for any 
charge compensation.  As determined by XRD, adding Zr
4+
 to the Li
+
-doped material in 
this fashion resulted in X1-Y2SiO5
 
and negated the effect of Li
+
 on the crystal structure 
(while also showing additional impurities arising from incomplete dissolution of Zr
4+
).    
Finally, a sample was prepared using 6% Zr
4+
 and 10% Li
+
, which once again formed the 
X2 polymorph, confirming that the structure resulting from 1000 ºC synthesis is 




suggest that X1-Y2SiO5 may only be kinetically favored at 1000 ºC, rather than 
thermodynamically stable; yet, the above observations suggest that it is the small size and 
lower oxidation state of Li
+
 that promote the X2 phase, and not solely enhanced kinetics.  
Such kinetic enhancement is likely to be caused by Li
+
 codoping regardless of whether or 
not Zr
4+
 is added.   None of the codopants, aside from Li
+
, resulted in any enhancement 
of UC emission at the concentrations tested. 
 
5.3.3.  Delineation of Enhancement Mechanisms 
 
Quantification of the contributions from the flux effect and phase transition to the 
total UC enhancement arising from Li
+
-doping was accomplished by isolating these 
variables from one another.  First, synthesis of X1-Y2SiO5:Pr
3+
 samples with micron-
sized crystallites was attempted via long-duration annealing at 1000 ºC in order to 
observe the optical improvement resulting solely from the consequences of the flux 
effect.  Difficulties were encountered, however, because at annealing times over 24 h, 
significant fractions of the X2 polymorph appeared in the XRD patterns.  This result 
suggests that at 1000 ºC, X1-Y2SiO5 is only kinetically stable and not thermodynamically 
favored, as mentioned previously.  To overcome this problem, the materials were 
codoped with 5% La
3+
, which is a larger RE and stabilizes the X1 phase.  After the 
normal 3 h annealing, this material showed UC emission identical to the original 
unmodified material and, after extended annealing, showed only the X1 polymorph and 
slightly enhanced UC emission.  The SEM image in Figure 24  shows that after 36 h 




as those of the 10% Li
+
 samples, additional annealing resulted in no further emission 
enhancement, which reached a maximum at ~40% improvement over the original 
emission intensity.  This enhancement translates to ~5% of the total enhancement by Li
+
, 
thus larger crystallites resulting from the flux effect can be considered responsible for this 
portion, as illustrated in Figure 27. 
          To quantify the UC enhancement resulting only from the phase change induced by 
Li
+





 phosphor showing large crystallites, as the only optically relevant 
difference between these two materials is the crystal structure – X2 versus X1.  An 
additional 3.9-fold increase in emission intensity was determined from integrated peak 
areas, which accounts for ~50% of the total enhancement by Li
+
, shown in Figure 27. 
There is firm consensus in the literature that the X2 phase exhibits superior optical 
properties to X1, though the precise reasons are not well established 
187, 192, 212
. An 
explanation was put forth by Lin et al., who stated that the X2 polymorph shows reduced 
covalency and greater rigidity, which the authors claimed reduces vibronic coupling and 
nonradiative losses 
192
.  However, interpretation of the visible emission spectra as part of 
this work revealed that the 
3
PJ intermediate states of Pr
3+
 in the X2-Y2SiO5 host are of 
notably lower energy (~125 cm
-1
, data not shown) than in the X1 polymorph, 
corresponding to stronger absorption of 488 nm light.   The UC emission of these two 





was nearly equivalent intensity to X2-1500º.  Hence, 





        
                
 
Figure 27. Quantitative contributions of the multiple structural effects of Li
+
 codoping on 
the upconversion efficiency of Y2SiO5:Pr
3+
, codoped with 10% Li
+
.  Numbers in 
parentheses reflect the approximate percentage contribution to the total area comprising 
the top three regions. Reprinted with permission from Cates et al. (2012). J. Phys. Chem. 










 intermediate levels more suitably matching the excitation wavelength of these 
experiments. 
  It is clear from these data that the X2 phase is preferred with respect to Pr
3+
 UC of 
488 nm light, however, the 10% Li
+
-doped material still shows markedly greater 
emission intensity than the X2-1500º material, despite both having the preferred phase 
structure, high phase purity, and large crystallite size.  As mentioned previously, activator 
site distortion is frequently used as an explanation for improved Ln
3+
 emission upon Li
+
 
doping; however in this case, no correlation between visible-range 
3
PJ stokes emission 
and Li
+
 concentration was observed, which should have been evident if symmetry effects 
were causing significantly higher transition probabilities.  Furthermore, all the activator 
sites in both polymorphs are already of low point symmetry (C1) 
213
. 
 Insight into the mechanism of the remaining 45% of the enhancement by Li
+
 was 
found in Malyukin et al. wherein Pr
3+
 ions were found to form clusters when doped in 
Y2SiO5, even in single crystals prepared from a melt 
214
.  Such clusters then increase the 
probability of detrimental cross relaxation (CR), which occurs when a Pr
3+
 ion excited to 
the 
3








H6 mechanism allowing efficient non-radiative decay (Figure 28) 
215
.  If Li
+
 were 
to disperse these clusters, as has been asserted by Yang et al. for Er
3+
 in Y3Al5O12 
216
, 
then CR would be reduced and UC efficiency would improve.  Too much separation, 
however, would discourage the energy transfers required for ETU (Figure 13).  Indeed, it 







PJ4f5d ETU is still relatively efficient.  Energy transfer 
among Ln
3+










           
 
 
Figure 28. Cross relaxation among two Pr
3+
 ions. Reprinted with permission from Cates 










crystals are induced dipole interactions which can be described by Förster theory 
217
; 
therein, the critical transfer radius increases with greater spectral overlap between the two 








4f5d transitions, owing largely to the high density of 4f5d states.  The 
cross-relaxation mechanism, on the other hand, relies on levels with lower densities of 
states and even requires phonon assistance due to an energy mismatch, implying 
significantly less overlap and therefore smaller critical transfer radius.  Thus, it is not 
paradoxical to imply that adjustment of inter-ion separation can decrease concentration 
quenching while having a negligible impact on Pr
3+
 ETU probabilities.    
 Cross-relaxation behaviors were probed by examining the visible luminescence 
under 488 nm excitation.  Some of these spectra are shown in Figure 29 and all 




P1 states, with the 
exception of the peaks at ~590-615 nm.  These emission peaks are a result of transitions 
from the 
1
D2 Stark states, which, at the Pr
3+
 concentrations used, are populated almost 
exclusively by the CR mechanism described above 
217
.  It is seen in the figure that the 
emission peaks of the sample doped with 10% Li
+
 are slightly more intense than the X2-
1500º sample in all cases except in the 
1
D2 emission region, which is consistent with the 
notion that reduced CR resulting from Li
+
 doping will result in less 
1
D2 emission and 
both greater UC (UV) emission and direct visible emission.   To further explore this 
relationship, we compared the ratio of 
1
D2 emission to 
3
P0 emission of samples with 
various Li
+
 doping concentrations.   For both sets of emission peaks, a 10 nm wavelength 
range was used, employing 603-613 nm for the 
1
D2 emission and 547-557 nm for the 
3
P0 
emission.  The latter group of peaks was chosen to represent the 
3




does not overlap any of the 
1
D2 peaks and is of comparable intensity, though other ranges 







emission ratio implies higher incidence of CR.  These results are shown 
in Figure 30 using a reverse order y-axis to highlight the similarity to the trend of UC 
efficiency versus Li
+
 concentration seen in Figure 23A.  Therein, the X2-1500º and 5% 
Li
+
 materials show both equivalent CR and UC intensity.  Cross-relaxation then 
decreases and reaches a minimum at 10% Li
+
, corresponding to the most intense UC.  At 
15% Li
+
, however, the similarity breaks down as UC intensity drops suddenly, while CR 
remains steady.  This indicates that the sharp decrease in UC intensity at this codoping 
concentration is not due to a reversal in the lithium’s effect on clustering, but rather likely  
arises because the solubility limit of Li
+
 in the material is being surpassed, causing a 
higher degree of impurities and an overall deterioration of optical performance. 
The aforementioned hypothesis predicting the presence of localized groups of 
   
  /  
  /   
  provides a reasonable mechanism by which Li
+
 works to disperse clusters of 
activator ions; Pr
3+
 ions are allowed more space at their particular site, due to the vacancy 
and replacement of the neighboring Y
3+
 with a smaller Li
+
 ion, and the surrounding 
structure is less distorted by the presence of Pr
3+
.  The Pr
3+
 ions could thus enter the 







             
 
 
Figure 29. Stokes emission of X2-1500º phosphor (blue) and 10% Li
+
-doped phosphor 
(red) excited to the 
3
P0 state by argon laser at 488 nm (the peak at 514 nm arises from 
incomplete filtration of the laser beam).  Inset shows zoomed-in view including the 
1
D2 
emission region with error bars. Reprinted with permission from Cates et al. (2012). J. 











        
 
 
Figure 30. Observed cross-relaxation expressed as the ratio of emission intensities from 
the 
1
D2 Stark states at 603−613 nm to that of the 
3
P0 emission peaks at 547−557 nm, with 
reverse-order y-axis. The point at 0% (gray) shows the X2-1500° material. Reprinted 
with permission from Cates et al. (2012). J. Phys. Chem. C 116(23): 12772-12778.  











5.4.  Conclusion 




 doping was 
attributed to a flux effect, a phase change from the X1 to the X2-Y2SiO5 polymorph, and 
a reduction in activator cross-relaxation, with the final two mechanisms having the 
greatest impact.  Lithium is able to readily induce the change in structure because it is a 
small ion that occupies Y
3+
 sites, while oxygen vacancies likely exist as a charge-
balancing defect and have important structural implications.  While some of the 
enhancement in UC can be achieved without Li
+
 via extended or high-temperature 
annealing, the ability to disperse Pr
3+
 clusters makes codoping with Li
+
 a uniquely 
effective way of increasing UC efficiency in this phosphor system. 
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UPCONVERSION  UNDER  POLYCHROMATIC  EXCITATION 
 
 
6.1.  Introduction 
 
 Many of the applications of UC materials described in this work involve non-





, and the central topic of UC-AMS.  In all such 
applications, the intended excitation source is sunlight or ambient light, which in 
comparison to the more common laser excitation, offers a much broader wavelength 
spectrum of incident photons with lower intensity.  The UC emission resulting from low 
power irradiation is not intense enough to be detected by typical photodetection 
equipment.  Therefore, the emission under low-power excitation is typically inferred 
from monochromatic laser-excited emission measurements, or quantified using indirect 
methods related to the application.  Numerous authors have reported infrared-to-visible 
UC in Er
3+
-doped materials by exciting with ~1500 nm laser radiation and subsequently 
measuring an increase in photocurrent when the material is applied as a backing layer to 
photovoltaic cells exposed to solar simulators 
106, 219





 emits UVA radiation when excited by a 980 nm diode laser 




composite particles were capable of degrading organic dye solutions under filtered 
sunlight 
144
.   
 The efficiency of UC materials under broad-spectrum irradiation is likely to be 
significantly different, compared to monochromatic excitation, when viewed from an 
incident photon utilization perspective.  For example, due to their electronic structures, 





wherein the initial excitation is initiated by a photon of one wavelength, while the second 
excitation involves a photon of a significantly different energy with each step having a 
separate absorption coefficient depending on the precise energy of the incident photon.  
Tian and Reddy reported that UV emission by Tm
3+
 was enhanced five-fold when excited 
by both 458 and 585 nm beams 
220
.  Also, Kramer et al. showed that infrared-to-visible 
UC emission in LaCl3:Er
3+
 showed different peak ratios depending on whether it was 
excited at 980 nm, 810 nm, or both 
221
.  
  In this chapter, several mechanisms of ESA in Y2SiO5:Pr
3+
 that result in UVC 
emission only under polychromatic visible light excitation are hypothesized.  The 
mechanisms shown in Figure 31(A and B) have been investigated, wherein the material 
was irradiated with wavelengths in the blue/violet range to achieve UC emission and then 
other colors are added to evaluate the increase (or decrease) in UC.  The goal was to 
study how multiple simultaneous wavelengths might be utilized to better understand the 









                 
Figure 31.   Hypothesized visible-to-ultraviolet UC mechanisms in Y2SiO5:Pr
3+
 via 










6.2.  Experimental Section 
 





(10%) which was synthesized as described in Section 5.2.1, and is 
referred to in this section as YSO:Pr
3+
.  The codopant, Li
+ 
, is added to maximize UC 
efficiency as detailed previously 
159
.  The host crystal, X2-Y2SiO5, is a monoclinic system 
with space group I 2/a, and Pr
3+
 ions can occupy two distinct Y
3+




 Spectroscopic studies were conducted using packed powder samples at room 
temperature, with excitation sources including: an argon ion laser for 488 nm (“cyan”) or 
515 nm (“green”) beams of ~130 mW maximum power each; a 447 nm (“violet”), 100 
mW DPSS laser; and a 589 nm (“yellow”), 100 mW DPSS laser.  Beams were combined 
using dichroic mirrors, as shown in Figure 32.  Luminescence decay measurements were 
taken by exciting the phosphors with a 7 ns, 3 mJ pulse from an optical parametric 
oscillator set at 447 nm and pumped by an Nd:YAG laser.  The yellow DPSS laser 
mentioned above was also used in the decay studies.  The 4f5d UV PLE spectrum was 
recorded using a Shimadzu RF-5301PC spectrofluorophotometer and phosphor powder 





















6.3.  Results and Discussion 
 
Before considering UC under polychromatic excitation, the mechanisms 
occurring during monochromatic excitation must first be clarified based on the 
experiment results.  Figure 33B shows the UC emission spectrum of YSO:Pr
3+
 under 
violet laser excitation.  In this case, the intensity of UC emission under violet excitation 
could not be quantitatively compared to that under cyan excitation, due to the different 
beam diameters of the two lasers; however, the two-photon PLE spectrum measured by 
Hu et al. indicates that these wavelengths result in approximately the same quantity of 
UC emission (Figure 14) 
172
.  Nonetheless, multiple UC mechanisms must be considered 
for violet excitation and will differ from those associated with cyan irradiation, which is 




.  Under cyan excitation (488 nm), 
Pr
3+




P0 states, and UC can proceed through either 
ETU or ESA 
173
.  Under violet excitation, however, it is likely that 
3
PJ4f5d ESA is 




P0, is of approximately 20,325 cm
-1
, indicated by the emission peak at 492 nm.  Violet 




P2 transitions, followed by rapid relaxation to the 
3
P0 state.  
Absorption of a second violet photon of 447 nm would then result in a total energy of 
42,700 cm
-1
.  The absorption coefficient of this second step depends on the density of 
accepting 4f5d states around this energy.  Such information can be obtained using direct 
excitation with photons of 42,700 cm
-1












Figure 33. (A) 4f5d photoluminescence excitation spectrum of YSO:Pr
3+
, λem = 277 nm; 
(B) 4f5d4f  upconversion emission under 447 nm excitation (emission spectrum under 
direct 251 nm excitation is qualitatively identical); (C) Visible light emission under 447 








spectrum which indicates that photons of this wavelength do not result in significant UV 
emission; thus there is a low density of states at this energy and 
3
PJ4f5d ESA involving 
violet photons is relatively improbable.  Still, ETU may occur under violet excitation as 
in Figure 13 
159
, and is likely of equivalent efficiency to ETU under cyan excitation. 
 An additional UC mechanism should be considered, wherein Pr
3+
 ions are first 
excited by violet photons and then relax to the 
1
D2 level through either multiphonon 
emission or cross relaxation, as has been reported
 72, 159, 215
.   This state has a longer 




, since the relaxation transition is spin-forbidden, and 
1
D24f5d ESA may occur upon absorption of a second violet photon.  The 
1
D2 term is 
split into four Stark states with the state of lowest energy residing at approximately 
16,500 cm
-1
, depending on the crystallographic site 
214
.  Absorption of a violet photon 
from this state will result in a total energy of 38,873 cm
-1
, corresponding to a single 
photon of 257 nm.  The 4f5d PLE spectrum indicates a significant probability of 
excitation to the 4f5d band occurring at this photon energy.  However, predicting the 
1
D24f5d transition probability in this fashion does not take into consideration changes 
in spin multiplicity.  The PLE spectrum (Figure 33A) reflects the photon energies that are 
likely to result in 
3
H44f5d transitions; since the 
3
H4 ground state has triplet spin 
multiplicity, spin-allowed transitions involving triplet 5d
1
 states will contribute most to 
the UV PLE, which will be minimally influenced by singlet 5d
1
 states.  It is these singlet 
5d
1
 states, however, which are most likely to accept an electron during a spin-allowed 
1
D24f5d ESA transition.  Laroche et al. in fact showed that the PLE spectrum of 
3





-doped fluoride crystals due to the spin nature of the different states 
169




 It is thus difficult to predict whether ETU between two ions at the 
3
PJ level or 
1
D24f5d ESA is more responsible for the UC emission under violet light excitation 
based on these PLE data, though ETU is generally considered 100 times more efficient 
than ESA 
52
.  Also worth considering is the possibility of a separate ETU mechanism 
occurring between an ion at the 
3
P2 level and one at the 
1
D2 level, wherein one participant 
transfers energy and the other becomes excited to the 4f5d band.  However, considering 
that this mechanism requires virtually no vibronic relaxation among 
3
PJ levels after initial 
excitation in order to maintain sufficient total energy, it is assumed to be largely 
negligible, though further investigation beyond the scope of this work is required to 
confirm this assumption.   
Possible polychromatic UC mechanisms were first explored by using a combined 
green and violet excitation beam.  There are no 4f states of Pr
3+
 which allow ground state 
absorption of green light at 515 nm, and therefore no UV emission was detected when 
green light alone was used in a control test.  However, the mechanism hypothesized in 
Figure 32A predicts that green photons can contribute to UC by initiating 
3
P04f5d 
transitions following excitation within the range of 445-490 nm.  This was investigated 
by exciting YSO:Pr
3+
 with the combined violet + green laser beam and comparing the 
resultant UV emission to that produced by monochromatic violet excitation.  Figure 34 
shows that UC increases significantly upon addition of green light and confirms that 
green photons can assist in populating the 4f5d states.  Our experimental setup did not 
allow a quantitative assessment of the efficiency of green photon ESA relative to violet 










                    
Figure 34. Upconversion emission spectra of YSO:Pr
3+
 under 100 mW violet (purple), 
violet+green (green), and violet+yellow (yellow) excitation.  Inset shows violet (purple) 










intensities experienced by the sample, even if both lasers are set to emit at the same 
power.  However, it can be inferred that a finite range of green wavelengths can result in 
this enhancement, as long as the energy sum,      
+ hgreen, falls within range of the 4f5d 
PLE spectrum.  Thus 512.4 nm is predicted to be the most effective wavelength, wherein 
    
+ h512.4 nm = 39,840 cm
-1
 (251 nm) and an electron is excited  to the energy where 




PJ excitation required for the 
mechanism is not restricted to violet light, but may also occur through blue or cyan 
excitation. 
 Further mechanisms were probed under combined yellow and violet irradiation.  
Above, it is asserted that UC emission can result from 
1
D24f5d ESA under violet 
excitation; it thus follows that the mechanism in Figure 31B is also possible, wherein a 
Pr
3+
 ion is directly excited to the 
1
D2 state by a yellow photon (589 nm) and then ESA of 
a violet photon occurs.   The presence of yellow light in a polychromatic excitation beam 
may therefore serve to enhance UC emission, although yellow alone did not result in any 
UC emission in a control test. This hypothesis was investigated by exciting YSO:Pr
3+
 
with a combined 447 nm/589 nm beam and it was found that sometimes the UC signal 
was enhanced (Figure 34 inset) and sometimes it was lower than with violet excitation 
alone (Figure 34).  Whether or not yellow photons were beneficial or detrimental to UC 
emission was found to depend on the violet laser power intensity.  In Figure 35A, the 
percentage enhancement of UC emission upon adding yellow excitation at a constant 100 
mW is plotted versus violet laser power.  At lower violet intensities, UC emission 




increased, no effect is observed at ~70 mW and addition of yellow then results in lower 
UC emission at powers above 70 mW.  This result was unexpected, since it was predicted 
that yellow photons would increase UC intensity, or at least have no effect, rather than 
cause any decrease.  One hypothesis that was considered was the existence of some type 
of cross-relaxation occurring betweens Pr
3+
 ions in the 
3
PJ state and ions in the 
1
D2 states, 
such that initiating Ground
1
D2 excitations with yellow light serves to lower the lifetime 
of the intermediate 
3
PJ manifolds and thus decrease UC efficiency.  To investigate, the 




H4 luminescence under violet and violet + yellow excitation, 
monitored at 507 nm, was measured and is shown in Figure 35B.  It is clear that there is 
no decrease in lifetime upon introducing yellow excitation, disproving the above 
hypothesis.  For completeness, regression curves were fit to the decay data which showed 
biexponential decay, indicating that two separate transitions contribute to emission at 507 
nm, with τ = 695 ns and 2.25 µs without yellow excitation and 725 ns / 2.25 µs with 









H4 transitions.  
 To further elucidate the role of yellow photons in YSO:Pr
3+
 UC, the excitation 
power dependence of UV emission was studied.  Figure 36A shows integrated UC 
emission intensity versus violet excitation power plotted in a double logarithmic scale.  
The slope of the regression line was found to be n=1.7, suggesting a two-photon process, 
as expected 
165
.  However, when the same experiment was conducted in the presence of 
continuous yellow excitation fixed at 100 mW, the violet power dependency shows a 
multi-phase character (Figure 36B).  The data can be divided into three regions of 










Figure 35.   (A) Percentage increase in upconversion emission intensity by YSO:Pr
3+
 
upon adding yellow excitation to an existing violet excitation beam; (B) Luminescence 
decay of 
3
PJ emission monitored at 507 nm under pulsed violet excitation (red) and 










Figure 36. (A) Upconversion emission intensity violet laser power dependence; (B)  
Violet laser power dependence in the presence of 100 mW yellow excitation.  Slopes of 





linear power dependence; within 30-60 mW, n = 1.5; and within 70-100 mW, n = 1.9, 
achieving quadratic dependence.  The transition power between the first two phases is 
somewhat subjective, yet the transition to n = 1.9 is more distinct.  This laser power, 70 
mW, is also the violet laser power at which addition of yellow light transitions from UC-
enhancing to UC-detracting, as described above. 
A linear relationship between UC emission and excitation power is known to 
indicate saturation of the intermediate states 
222
 and allows explanation of our results.  
Under low-power violet excitation, UC is relatively inefficient, regardless of the possible 
mechanism.  Upon adding 100 mW yellow excitation, the 
1
D2 states become nearly 
saturated and incoming violet photons have a high probability of being absorbed to result 
in 
1
D24f5d ESA; this results in the enhanced UC emission and linear violet power 
dependence.   As the violet excitation power is increased, the more efficient ETU 
mechanism accounts for a greater portion of the UC emission.  The occurrence of both 
ESA showing linear power dependence and ETU with quadratic dependence, results in a 
slope of 1.5 for the middle portion.   Ultimately, the ETU mechanism, which does not 
involve the 
1
D2 states, becomes dominant at 70 mW and the violet power dependence is 
fully quadratic.  At these higher powers where ETU is dominant, it appears that addition 
of yellow light does not significantly contribute to UC but serves primarily only to 
deplete the population of ground-state Pr
3+




PJ excitation and subsequent ETU; therefore UC intensity decreases.  The data in 
Figure 36B were reproducible, though only for a particular range of power densities, i.e. 
the size of the focal spots of the combined beam on the sample.  Other results showed 




The above experiments were also conducted using cyan + yellow excitation, 
leading to different results than the violet light experiments.  Therein, addition of the 100 
mW yellow beam served to decrease UC emission at high cyan laser power and had no 
observable effect at low powers (data not shown).  Since cyan photons are not of great 
enough energy to result in 
1
D24f5d ESA, yellow light irradiation results only in 
increasing the 
1
D2 Stokes emission and depleting ground state Pr
3+
 ions under high power 
cyan excitation. 
 
6.4.  Conclusion 
 
It was hypothesized that many UC mechanisms that have not been explored in the 
past literature may occur under polychromatic excitation due to ESA involving two 
different excitation wavelengths.  These results confirm that green and yellow light can 
contribute to visible-to-UV conversion in YSO:Pr
3+
 , though under high violet laser 
power, addition of yellow light detracted from UC emission, which was attributed to 
saturation effects.  Under low-power, broad-band irradiation, such as sunlight, the 
excitation power would not be great enough to achieve saturation of intermediate states. 
Thus, extrapolating from the results, a significant range of yellow, green, blue, and violet 
photons will all contribute to UVC emission by Pr
3+ 
to some extent.  While UC materials 
are typically studied using monochromatic excitation, similar upconversion of 
polychromatic light is likely possible for many lanthanide-doped phosphors and should 
be considered when studying UC for applications such as solar cells and other ambient 
light-activated materials.  Furthermore, while not likely in the YSO:Pr
3+




the activator’s electronic structure, ETU mechanisms involving two-color excitations 
may also be feasible, with greater efficiency than ESA under low power irradiation. 
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7.1.  Introduction 
 
7.1.1.  Background 
 
With successful demonstration of the UC-AMS concept having been achieved, 
discovery of more efficient visible-to-UVC conversion systems is now essential.  In 






) coatings were capable of 
inactivating B. subtilis spores at a rate of approximately 1-log reduction per 10 d direct 
exposure to visible fluorescent lamps.  To achieve practical applicability in hospital or 
other commercial settings, however, it is likely that an inactivation rate that is one order 
of magnitude faster must be attained.  Still, one must consider the variation in UVC 
susceptibility among various microorganisms. The bacterial spores used in the 
assessment have an uncharacteristically high UVC resistance when compared to typical 
pathogens; the required dose for 1-log inactivation of B. subtilis spores in water is over 5 
times greater than that for E. coli 
50
, and their resistance is even higher on dry surfaces 
223




Nevertheless, an effective UC-AMS should function under ambient light 
conditions of considerably lower intensity than used in the previous experiments and it is 




 system cannot offer adequate conversion 
efficiency in this scenario.  While the investigation of enhancement mechanisms by Li
+
 in 
Chapter 5 revealed that efficiency of Pr
3+
 UC can vary widely within a given host 
composition, it is believed that the upper limit of phosphor performance was achieved 
and different host crystals must be tested in pursuing higher conversion rates.  Though 
Y2SiO5 is an attractive material due to its chemical stability, its relatively high phonon 




 allows high rates of multiphonon and cross relaxation, thus 
failing the general criteria of an optimal UC host.  
 It is hypothesized that doping of Pr
3+
 into a host crystal with significantly lower 
phonon cutoff frequency will result in more efficient visible-to-UVC UC, given that other 
important parameters are satisfied.  Two key nonradiative energy loss mechanisms that 




D2 relaxations and 
phonon-assisted cross relaxation 
159, 217
, both of which decrease the lifetime of the 
3
P0 
intermediate state via relaxation to 
1
D2.  In development of infrared-to-visible UC 
phosphors, fluoride crystals have emerged as the standard for low-phonon energy, high 
efficiency hosts 
52-54, 225
; however, this strategy may not necessarily be applied to the Pr
3+
 
UC relevant to this research.  The host-dependent edge energy of the 4f5d manifold must 
lie at low enough energy to be within range of excitation by two visible light photons 
(excitation spectrum must peak at <42,100 cm
-1
), yet at high enough energy such that 
radiative transitions from the band edge result in UVC emission (band edge >36,000    
cm
-1




 Two theories are typically applied in predicting the energy of the d orbital excited 
states in a given host.  According to crystal field theory, increasing field strength of the 
surrounding ligands will induce greater crystal field splitting, lowering the 4f5d band 
edge energy 
171
.   However, the position of the 5d band in Pr
3+
 is more consistently 
explained by the nephelauxetic effect, wherein bond covalency determines the baricenter 
of the 5d band 
192
.  Thus, less electronegative ligand atoms result in greater bond 
covalency and the valence electrons are delocalized, lowering the energy of the 5d 
excited state transitions.  For more electronegative atoms and oxyanion ligand groups, the 
5d excited state energies are raised due to electron localization.   
 The objective herein is thus to find a host material that has both low phonon 
energy and appropriate 4f5d band energy for UC by Pr
3+
.  Table 5 lists some common 
host materials and properties of interest, including host phonon cutoff energy, Pr
3+
 
intermediate state lifetime in each host, and Pr
3+
 4f5d absorption peak energy in each 
host.  However, none of the hosts fit both criteria with the exception of Cs2NaYCl6, 
which is chemically unstable due to moisture reactivity 
168
.  Yet it is interesting to note 
that both Y2O3 and YF3 have low maximum phonon energies, with the former having 
excessively low 4f5d edge energy and the latter excessively high edge energy.  In effect, 
“averaging” of these two crystals may result in an ideal host, pointing toward 
investigation of an unconventional class of materials – Rare earth oxyfluorides (REOFs) 
– for use in Pr
3+
 UC.  Passuello et al. recently reported on the optical properties of 















Figure 37.  Energy levels of Pr
3+
 ions in different host crystals, wherein the 4f5d band is 





Table 5.  Properties of crystals and Pr
3+
 as dopants in each respective host.  Data from 
Donegá et al. 
227
, unless otherwise referenced. 
 






    
LiYF4 570 48 50,000 
YF3       550 
228 ---       ~52,600 179 
YOCl 560 7.1 40,000 
La2O3 500 3.6 35,000 
La2O2S 500 3.0 33,000 
Y2O2S 500 2.7 33,000 
Lu2O3 600 --- 36,200 
Y2O3 600 --- 35,800 
YNbO4 830 0.3 Host CT overlap 
Cs2NaYCl6       300 
168      118 168 ~41,000 168 
X2-Y2SiO5       970 
224   2.3*    39,840* 
    







authors claimed that this class of materials possesses low phonon energies (though no 
reference was provided) and gave an emission spectrum of what was believed to be 
Lu10O9F12:Pr
3+
, which peaked at ~260 nm.  This finding further confirms that REOFs 
may offer uniquely pertinent host crystals, and in this chapter, lutetium oxyfluorides and 
their feasibility as efficient Pr
3+
 UC hosts are investigated. 
 
7.1.2. Structural Properties of Rare Earth Oxyfluorides 
 
 Reports in the literature of phosphors utilizing oxyfluoride hosts have seen a 
recent surge, possibly due to the realization that substitution of F
-
 into oxide crystals, 
accompanied by alteration of the cation component, can result in a plethora of 
compounds having superior luminescence and being isostructural to many known 
phosphor cyrstals 
226, 229-234





, and LuxOx-1Fx+2 
226
, as well as calcium-aluminum and 
strontium-aluminum oxyfluorides 
231, 232
.  The REOF’s present particular challenges with 
regard to phase purity and control.  When prepared with an oxide to fluoride ratio of 1:1, 
the typical result is a rhombohedral phase, which is most stable for LaOF 
237





 oxyfluorides, however, this phase decomposes to RE2O3 upon heating in air, and 
even during solid state synthesis in inert atmosphere is difficult to achieve in pure form 
due to an abundance of possible Vernier phases 
237-239
.  Therein, a unique fluorite-related 
structure may be obtained for any local oxide-to-fluoride ratio, having the general form 
RExOx-1Fx+2 and an orthorhombic unit cell 
226, 237-240




phase diagram of lutetium oxyfluoride, which depicts the limits of the Vernier region, 
shown in Figure 38.   
While the diagram does not indicate any temperature dependence of the phases 
within the region, Müller wrote that achieving single-phase materials for XRD analysis 
required “considerable experimental effort” 
239
.  Similarly, Wen et al. recently 
synthesized YxOx-1Fx+2:Ln
3+
 phosphors and were unable to assign the structure of their 
materials to any one Vernier phase, though efficient luminescence was observed 
241
.  





 oxyfluorides in fact show incommensurate phase structures that 
lack short-range periodicity in one lattice direction 
242
.  It is therefore evident that the 
ability to synthesize the above materials while achieving a precise and well-defined 
structure is elusive, though it is not definitive that such an achievement is required in 












Figure 38.  Tentative phase diagram of the Lu2O3-LuF3 system.  Reprinted from Müller, 
J. H., T. Petzel, et al. (1997). "Phase study of the binary system Lu2O3-LuF3 in the 
temperature range 1000–1750 K." Thermochimica Acta 298(1–2): 109-114 with 





7.2.  Experimental Section 
 
7.2.1.  Syntheses 
 
 Stock chemicals employed in this work were purchased from Sigma Aldrich, 
unless indicated otherwise, and include: Lu2O3 (99.99%, Stanford Materials), 
Pr(NO3)3∙6H2O (99.99%), NH4F (99.99%), NH4OH, and HNO3 (trace metal grade).  The 
solid state method was employed through three basic steps: (1) Preparation of Lu(NO3)3 
solutions; (2) Coprecipitation of Lu(NO3)3/Pr(NO3)3 solutions with NH4F to produce 
LuF3:Pr
3+
; and (3) mixing of trifluoride powder with some portion of Lu2O3, pressing into 
a pellet, and heating in argon atmosphere.  Specifically, 0.177 mol of Lu2O3 was added to 
66 mL of boiling HNO3 diluted with an equal volume of water.  Once completely 
dissolved, the solution was brought to 100 mL with water for a final concentration of 
1.77 M.  Next, 12 mL of Lu(NO3)3 solution was added to a flask along with an 
appropriate amount of 0.2 M Pr(NO3)3 aqueous solution, such that the desired 
concentration of Pr
3+
 in LuxOx-1Fx+2 would ultimately be achieved (typically ~1%).  This 
solution was brought to 100 mL with water, then under vigorous stirring, the following 
were added: 0.300 mL 1/10 diluted NH4OH (28% NH3, aqueous) and 20 mL of 0.345 M 
NH4F (aqueous) to precipitate white, solid LuF3:Pr
3+
 hydrate.  The precipitate was then 
cleaned and separated by three cycles of rinsing/centrifugation, then dried in an oven at 
104 ºC.  The powder was then transferred to an alumina boat and placed in a tube furnace 





 To prepare the oxyfluorides, stoichiometric amounts of LuF3:Pr
3+
 and Lu2O3 were 
added to a mortar with a small amount of ethanol and wet-milled by hand for 10 min.  
The powder mixture was then dried in an oven, pressed into pellets at ~1000 MPa using a 
hydraulic press and steel die of 10 mm diameter.  The pellets were placed in alumina 
boats, then, under flowing argon atmosphere, were heated to 400 ºC for 1 h, then to 700-
1100 ºC at a rate of 12 º/min and held for various durations, then cooled naturally.  It 
should be noted that the thermocouple of the employed furnace was positioned outside of 
the process tube and the actual temperature inside the tube was believed to be 
considerably cooler than what was programmed.   
 A range of Lu2O3: LuF3 (O:F) ratios were used during syntheses, ranging from 
0.33 to 0.75.  However, these values reflect only the stoichiometry used during synthesis, 
while in reality, the coprecipitation method used to produce the LuF3:Pr
3+
 reactant results 
in substantial incorporation of OH
-
 defect anion groups into the fluoride crystals 
243, 244
.  
During annealing, the hydroxide component will react to hydrolyze fluoride ions, 
resulting in a HF molecule exiting the structure and leaving behind O
2-
 ; thus, the end 
result is a greater fraction of oxide and higher final value of x compared to using pure 
fluoride reactants.  Another consequence is that the x value of the samples are unknown 
until analyzed, and achieving a desired final O:F required some trial and error.    
 
7.2.2.  Characterization 
 
 Optical properties of the sintered LuxOx-1Fxn+2:Pr
3+
 pellets were measured using 




excitation at 447 nm, employing a 400 nm short-pass filter at the monochromator 
entrance.  Stokes emission under the same excitation wavelength was measured using 
450 nm and 475 nm long-pass filters to completely omit laser background signal. 
Emission from the 
1
D2 states under direct excitation was obtained using a 589 nm laser 
and 600 nm long-pass filter.  X-ray diffraction was conducted as in Chapter 5.  Since the 
phosphor pellets were generally curved, and may have had different predominant phase 
structures on the concave and convex sides, XRD was performed on thin, flat flakes that 
were broken from the pellets.  Diffraction patterns were analayzed by the Rietveld 




7.3.  Results and Discussion 
 
7.3.1.  Solid State Reaction Behavior 
 
The temperature and duration of annealing was observed to have a pronounced 
effect on pellet appearance, UC luminescence, and crystal structure, as will be discussed 
throughout this section.  However, it was apparent that the product of temperature × 
heating time (T×t) was a more important determining factor in predicting synthesis 
outcome, rather than the individual variables.  Thus, annealing at 800 ºC for 36 h could 
produce a very similar material to annealing at 1100 ºC for 1 h.  Reproducibility of 
experimental conditions and resultant materials were poor during early stages, yet 
synthesis procedures were eventually refined such that samples with nearly identical 




oxyfluorides and supports the suspected semi-disordered nature of these materials 
239, 241, 
242
.   
Upon longer or hotter annealing of the compressed LuF3/Lu2O3 mixtures, the 
resulting ceramic pellets showed a tendency to become curved to various extents, with 
the concavity most often occurring on the face-down side of the pellet, closest to the wall 
of the process tube.   This effect became more prominent for decreasing x, while at the 
highest x value (x = 10), the pellets remained flat.  In all cases of curved samples, the 
convex side showed only weak visible-to-UV UC, as determined by PLS, and also 
demonstrated weaker Stokes emission in the visible range (data not shown).  Poor Stokes 
emission is a possible indicator of poor crystallinity, i.e. presence of numerous crystalline 
and amorphous phases with a high density of grain boundaries and associated defects.  
Such a state was confirmed by XRD analysis of a flake from this portion of a pellet; as 
seen in Figure 39 (top), the pattern shows a relatively high number of reflections 
compared to the other samples, and weak diffracted intensity.  In contrast, the diffraction 
pattern of the concave side shows strong diffracted intensity and presence of fewer 
crystal phases (Figure 39, middle). 
Multiple possible causes explaining the final two-sided macro-structure of the 
LuxOx-1Fx+2:Pr
3+ 
ceramics were investigated.  Since the furnace tube was continuously 
purged with argon, the presence of a cooling effect by the gas flow and resultant radial 
temperature differential was considered.  This effect was ruled-out, however, since 
minimizing the gas flow and propping the alumina boat at different heights within the 
tube did not produce different results.  Reaction of the exposed side of the pellet with 








         
 
Figure 39.  X-ray diffraction patterns of LuxOx-1Fx+2:Pr
3+
  ceramic pellets.  Top:  Pellet 
showing most intense Pr
3+
 UC emission, peaking at 259 nm (fragment from concave 
side).  Middle: previous, fragment from convex side.  Bottom:  Pellet showing Pr
3+
 UC 











































Figure 40.  X-ray diffraction pattern and Rietveld fit of LuxOx-1Fx+2:Pr
3+
 showing single 





























annealing in the presence of air at high temperature discolors the sample.  Besides, 
hydrolysis reaction with moisture would serve to increase the O:F ratio, producing a 
denser material layer 
238
, which is inconsistent with a convex curvature.  A feasible 
explanation was revealed after annealing a sample for 36 h at 1000 ºC.  After this long 
heat treatment, the convex side of the pellet had a distinct green tint, indicating a high 
concentration of Pr
3+
 ions, while the concave side appeared white.  Diffusion of Pr
3+
 
through the ceramic material to one side of the pellet would be expected to cause lattice 
expansion due to the large ionic radius of Pr
3+




, which could be 
responsible for formation of a convex curvature.  Furthermore, the limited solubility of 
Pr
3+
 – also due to its radius relative to Lu
3+
 – is expected to result in poor phase purity at 
higher concentrations.  Finally, excessive activator concentration results in energy 
quenching mechanisms 
54, 178
, which could explain the observed poor luminescence on 
the convex side of the pellets.  Incorporating the lack of curvature in the x = 10 sample 
into this theory, however, is difficult at present time.   
 
7.3.2.  Luminescence 
 
 The intensity of the UC emission upon 447 nm excitation was used as a deciding 
factor in refining the solid-state synthesis and selecting the “desired” LuxOx-1Fx+2 
materials from among many Vernier phases produced during early stages. The most 
efficient visible-to-UVC UC was found to occur when the LuxOx-1Fx+2 crystal structure 
resulted in a Pr
3+
 4f5d band edge-energy conducive to UV emission centered at 259 nm.  




different heat treatments, occasionally only on localized regions.  The most intense 
spectrum is depicted in the figure, with the emission of X2-Y2SiO5:Pr
3+
 pellets for 
comparison.  The oxyfluoride material shows 2.5-times greater overall UC emission and 
4.5-times greater emission in the UVC range.  In general, it was found that this emission 
type was dominant for pellets with low x-values and was the first phase to form on the 
concave side after short-duration annealing.  This characteristic emission was observed 
even after reaction at only 700 ºC, although the intensity was weak.  For more oxide-rich 
reactant stoichiometries and longer annealing time, structures that resulted in relatively 
red-shifted 4f5d4f UC emission were encountered.  Phases that showed emission peaks 
centered at ~263 nm, ~265 nm, and ~310 nm were most frequently observed in these 
cases; Table 6 summarizes the results of these preliminary syntheses. 
After some experimental trial, an O:F of 0.538 was selected as the ideal ratio for 
achieving the desired 259 nm UC emission, and a furnace temperature of 1000 ºC was 
believed to be most effective in this respect, as well.  Figure 42 shows the UC emission 
of LuxOx-1Fx+2:Pr
3+
 (O:F = 0.538, Pr
3+
 concentration = 1 at.%) synthesized at 1000 ºC for 
various durations.  Annealing times between 1 and 30 min resulted in the most intense 
UC emission, while further annealing caused gradual decrease in UC intensity in addition 
to slight red-shifting of the 4f5d
3
H4 peak center.  Figure 42 (inset) shows a decreasing 
trend of the 4f5d band edge-energy as annealing time increases via plotting of the 
emission center of gravity.  This behavior indicates a dynamic crystal environment 
surrounding the activator ions during reaction at 1000 ºC, which could be the result of 
either transition from a kinetically stable Vernier phase to a more thermodynamically 
stable structure, or of relocation of Pr
3+








Figure 41.  Upconversion emission spectra of Pr
3+
-doped ceramic pellets under 447 nm 
excitation.  Solid: sample with most intense UVC emission (O:F = 0.538, 1000 ºC for 1 
min).  Dotted:  O:F = 0.75, 900 ºC for 34 h.  Dashed: X2-Y2SiO5:Pr
3+

























Table 6.  Results of preliminary LuxOx-1Fx+2:Pr
3+
 ceramic syntheses.  Peak center 
indicates the center of the strongest UC emission peak.  Emission intensity label 
designates semi-quantitative intensity relative to X2-Y2SiO5:Pr
3+
 reference phosphor, 
with “weak” indicating less than half of reference intensity; “medium” is roughly 












0.538 1000 0.5 259 Strong 
0.571 900 36 Multiple Weak 
0.571 800 10 262 Medium 
0.625 800 10 260 Medium 
0.667 800 10 263 Medium 
0.625 900 36 259 Strong 
0.625 900/1100 10/3 312 Strong 







pellet will not change during annealing in inert atmosphere, any change in x at the 





 ions relocate; this notion is consistent with the observation of curved pellets and 
differing optical properties on each side.  Furthermore, the tendency of Pr
3+
 to diffuse 
preferentially to one side may affect the phase preference.  Regardless of the nature of 
this structural evolution occurring over time, it ultimately leads to an arrangement of 
atoms that is less favorable to UC. 
Intensity of 
3
PJ4f Stokes emission under 447 nm excitation, shown in Figure 43, 
demonstrated a dependence on annealing time that differed from the UC results. Therein, 
intensity increased as the pellets were subjected to longer annealing at 1000 ºC, until the 
trend reverses between 1.5 and 2 h.  While the efficiencies of UC mechanisms are 
sensitive to many structural phenomena, Stokes luminescence is more indicative of 
overall material quality, i.e. phase purity and crystallite size, and affected less by many of 
the factors influencing UC.  It is expected that crystallite size in a ceramic material will 
continually grow as annealing time is increased; however the state of phase purity is 
likely a more complicated situation in materials such as oxyfluorides, wherein a 
continuous range of incommensurate phases may exist.  As the crystallites grow, the 
reduction in boundary defects may be partially offset by formation of new phases and 
epitaxial regions.  Occurrence of changing phase structure was evidenced by shifting of 
the 4f5d band edge, as described above, and occurs only slightly until 2 h, then shifts 
more rapidly.  Thus, it is speculated that the decrease in Stokes intensity at 2 h is related 
to an accelerating atomic rearrangement, which introduces significant defects beginning 





Figure 42.  Upconversion emission spectra of LuxOx-1Fx+2:Pr
3+
 samples prepared using 








































Figure 43.  Visible range Stokes emission of LuxOx-1Fx+2:Pr
3+
 prepared using O:F = 
0.538 at 1000 ºC for 1.5 h, excited at 447 nm.  Inset: Integrated intensities of samples 




























 The steady decrease in UC intensity from 0-5 h at 1000 ºC is not explained by the 
above phenomena, since the factors causing an increase in Stokes emission would be 
expected to have a positive influence on UC as well.   However, the experiments in 
Chapter 5 revealed that Pr
3+
 UC efficiency is particularly sensitive to activator clustering 
and the associated cross-relaxation 
159
.  It was also found, therein, that a quantitative 
measure of CR is obtained by comparing the intensity of 
1
D2 emission relative to 
3
P0 
emission.  A similar analysis was conducted for these materials, first by probing the 
wavelength range of 
1
D2 emission under 589 nm excitation; it was located at 600-640 nm 
and peaked at 606 nm (data not shown).  To minimize overlap with 
3
PJ transitions, the 
range of 602-611 nm was chosen for the indicator of 
1
D2 emission intensity, while the 
range of 643-658 nm was chosen to represent 
3
P0 emission.  The latter range was chosen 
since it was the closest 
3
P0 peak that did not overlap with 
1
D2 emission, though other 
peaks could have been used.   
Figure 43 (inset) shows Stokes emission of different samples in the 595-660 nm 
range under 447 nm excitation.  From 0 to 1 h, a distinct increase in the relative intensity 
of the peak at 606 nm was observed, revealing greater incidence of cross relaxation.  
However, after 1.5 h annealing, the peak diminishes again, even though a corresponding 
increase in UC was not observed for the 1.5 h treatment.  These data do not provide a 
complete explanation of the UC behavior as it relates to detailed changes in crystal 




P0 ratio suggests that Pr
3+
 clustering 
and cross relaxation likely play an important role, in addition to other effects.   
 





 Thorough crystallographic study of the synthesized oxyfluoride materials has yet 
to be completed; however, XRD analysis revealed which Vernier phase leads to the most 
intense Pr
3+
 UC emission.  Figure 39 shows two diffraction patterns obtained from pellet 
fragments showing strong UC emission with (nearly) qualitatively identical spectral 
distribution.  The patterns were compared to many reference patterns including Y5O4F7, 
Y6O5F8, Y7O6F9, Y17O15F21,YOF, and Lu2O3 
§
.  The only one of these phase structures 
that appeared to be present in the samples was Y7O6F9.   Rietveld analysis showed that the 
fragment of the sample prepared using an O:F ratio of 0.571 and annealing at 1100 ºC for 
19 h
**
 was pure-phase Lu7O5F9.  The other sample fragment (O:F = 0.538, 1000 ºC for 1 
min) showed peaks that were also assigned to Y7O6F9, yet an additional unidentified 
phase was present.  These results suggest that the appearance and maturation of this 
structure results in the most efficient UC, until Pr
3+
 ions diffuse to thermodynamically 
favored sites and begin to cluster, causing cross relaxation and poorer UC efficiency.  
Upon additional annealing, Pr
3+
 UC diminishes further and is believed to be a result of 
rearrangement of the anion substructures to form new Vernier phases.  Analysis of 
samples annealed for longer periods yielded diffraction patterns that could not be 
analyzed with the available reference patterns.  Since the O:F of the whole pellets cannot 
change, localized segregation of disparate Vernier phases may be occurring during 
annealing times longer than ~5 h, with diffusion and concentration of Pr
3+
 acting as a 
possible driving force.  Lastly, the stoichiometry of this Vernier phase translates to an 
                                                          
§
 More reference patterns exist in the literature for the yttrium analogs, which are 
isostructural to lutetium oxyfluoride Vernier structures. 
**




O:F of 0.667, which is higher than what was used during synthesis and further confirms 
the existence of significant unintended oxygen content in the “LuF3:Pr
3+
” reactant. 
   
 
7.4.  Conclusion 
 
 A new class of visible-to-UVC upconverting materials has been successfully 
synthesized through solid state reaction, utilizing Pr
3+
 ions in a low-phonon energy 
oxyfluoride host.  The material demonstrated kinetically instable crystal structures, with 
different embodiments showing Pr
3+
 emission of differing intensity and spectral 
distribution.  One phase was isolated as the most effective for UC, achieved most 
reproducibly with a Lu2O3:LuF3 ratio of 0.538 and heating at 1000 ºC for 1-30 min. 
Analysis by XRD revealed a phase match to the Y7O6F9 structure, and UC emission in 
the UVC range was 4.5 times greater than the reference phosphor.  Further work is 
needed to achieve better understanding of the crystal phase behavior so that pure, 
homogenous UC materials can be fabricated and so that Pr
3+
 concentration and 
distribution may be fine-tuned for optimized UC.  Strategies to achieve these goals are 








PREDICTING  THE  EFFECT  OF  MATERIAL  AND  
ENVIRONMENTAL  PARAMETERS  ON  ESTIMATED  




The work in this dissertation is focused on proof-of-concept and material 
development of UC-AMS’s and thus does not include detailed numerical simulation of 
photophysical processes or microbiological responses; however, the experimental results 
within, and existing data in the literature, provide sufficient foundation for generating 
approximate quantitative estimates of how effectively a UC-AMS will perform under 
certain conditions.  In this chapter, such estimates are generated under “best case” and 
“worst case” scenarios to elucidate the validity of the UC-AMS concept and expose 
whether or not it is reasonable to assume that it can become an effective technology in the 
future, given sufficient research effort.   The proposed alternative application of utilizing 
visible-to-UVC conversion for solar drinking water disinfection purposes is also 
discussed, and, for all applications, the analysis is restricted to UC by Pr
3+
-doped 
materials. A wide array of factors may determine the efficacy of any given UC-AMS 
system, and can be grouped into three categories: (1) environmental factors; (2) phosphor 




listed in Table 7, though it is not an exhaustive list.  The two most important parameters 
are undoubtedly excitation light intensity/spectral distribution and UC quantum 
efficiency.  Two extremes may be considered for the former: moderate ambient room 
light (e.g. office or public restroom) and direct tropical sunlight.  Ambient room light is 
more pertinent to the application of visible-to-UV UC materials for preventing disease 
transfer on surfaces and may range from office/hallway light in the low intensity regime, 
up to hospital room/food processing workspace conditions in brighter scenarios.  
Additionally, the fluorescent lamps currently used for indoor lighting produce a variety of 
emission spectra, depending on the phosphors employed.  In analyzing excitation 
“quality”, the excitation light spectral distribution should be weighted against the Pr
3+
 
intermediate state absorption spectrum.  In this respect, indoor lighting that emits more 
predominantly in the blue region will yield greater antimicrobial capability by the overall 
system.   
 In the proposed application of UC for enhancing SODIS, the intended excitation 
source is direct sunlight, which offers a significantly more intense source than indoor 
lights.  Intensity may vary drastically depending on the time of day, latitude, and weather 
conditions.  Sunlight comprises considerable power density in the blue range, as seen in 
Figure 44.  
The quantum yield achieved by the phosphor layer is also of utmost importance 
when estimating the capabilities of a UC-AMS.  The parameter is defined as the ratio of 




FJ transitions, in this case) to absorbed 
excitation photons  – thus, reflectance and absorption losses are not expressed in this 













Microbial Response Factors 
Ambient light intensity Surface texture/reflectivity UVC dose requirements 
Lighting cycle duration Absorbance magnitude UV action spectrum 
Spectral distribution Absorbance spectral distribution Photo-repair mechanisms 
Light angle/diffusivity UC quantum yield  
Presence of foulants Emission spectral distribution  





















































   
from the intermediate state, and cascade emission from upper excited states will 
contribute to low values.  Since emitted intensity shows quadratic dependence on 
excitation intensity in UC materials, the quantum yield is also excitation dependent, 
though the dependency is difficult to extrapolate to the low power regime 
106
.   
 
 
8.2.  Methods 
 
8.2.1.  Model Development 
 
 Equation 3 shows the simple mechanistic model developed for the present 
analysis.  To predict the time required for 1-log (90%) inactivation of a target 
microorganism on a Pr
3+
-activated phosphor surface, the model was designed to be 
calibrated using the biodosimetry results in Chapter 4 and to function without having 
known values of quantum yield, absolute material absorbance, or reflectance; instead, 
these parameters were grouped into a single variable termed “Pr
3+
 efficiency” (η), defined 
as the fraction of “useable” excitation power density that is absorbed by the activator ions 
and converted to UV radiation, accounting for reflection and scattering losses.  Useable 
excitation power density is defined as the intensity of excitation light at wavelength λ 




PJ intermediate states at λ (APr,λ), 





          
  
              
       
  
        
     
     
             Eq. 3 
t90= 90% inactivation time (h) 




= (Conversion of seconds to hours) 
 254 = 254-Equivalence factor (dimensionless) 
η = Pr
3+
 efficiency (dimensionless) 
IRE,λ = Relative excitation intensity at wavelength=λ 
(arbitrary units, a.u.) 






APr,λ = Normalized Pr
3+




λ = Wavelength (nm) 





 For ambient light conditions, the relative emission spectrum (IRE,λ) of “cool white” 
fluorescent bulbs measured in Chapter 4 was employed.  This data, shown in Figure 45, 
may be considered an example of indoor lighting spectral distribution though, as 
mentioned previously, different bulbs will have differing spectra, and also sunlight from 
windows may be an important factor.  Since the y-axis units are arbitrary, the model 





.  This factor can be adjusted to yield a desired integrated total 
intensity or total blue light intensity to simulate certain conditions.  To account for the 
variation in Pr
3+
 absorbance over the blue/violet excitation range, the absorption spectrum 
of a Pr(NO3)3 solution was measured with a UV/VIS spectrometer and is shown in Figure 
46.  Because of the shielding effect of the 5s/5p electrons on the 4f suborbital, this 
spectrum will be qualitatively similar to the Pr
3+
 intra-4f absorption spectrum in any host 
medium – for example, the Y2SiO5;Pr
3+
 absorption spectrum recorded by Hu et al.
172
  in 
Figure 14.  This absorption spectrum was normalized such that the maximum absorbance 
at 445 nm was set to 100% absorption.   Thus, the variable APr,λ in Eq. 3 reduces the 
excitation intensity in proportion to the Pr
3+
 absorption spectrum to generate “useable” 











Figure 45.  Emission profile of “cool white” tri-phosphor fluorescent bulbs after passage 

































































for by η.  In this fashion, any excitation source spectrum can be employed and the model 
will estimate the efficiency at which the light will be used. 
Multiplication of the integrated useable excitation intensity by η yields the 
intensity of upconverted radiation emitted by the material.  To predict microbial 
inactivation based on 90% reduction dose requirement (D), the relative antimicrobial 
efficacy of the emission must be determined.  Since UVC inactivation experiments are 
typically conducted using mercury lamps that emit at 254 nm, all the inactivation dose 
requirements for various microbes in the literature are technically only applicable when 
using monochromatic radiation at this wavelength.  The radiation emitted by a Pr
3+
 UC-
AMS, on the other hand, consists of a variable spectrum across a wide range of UV 
wavelengths.  Thus, to utilize the inactivation doses from the literature in the present 
model, the emitted intensity at each wavelength should be transformed into an intensity 
of 254 nm radiation that would result in the same inactivation rate.  Such a procedure is 
somewhat impractical to include in the present analysis, as it requires a detailed UVC 
action spectrum for the organism in question.  Therefore, an equivalence factor (X254) was 
estimated from measured UC emission spectra of phosphors by considering the fraction 
of total emission in the UVC range, and the emission maximum wavelength relative to 
254 nm and the ideal inactivation wavelength of ~265 nm.  Values employed were 0.25 
for X2-Y2SiO5:Pr
3+











 To calibrate the model, data from the biodosimetry experiment in Chapter 4 was 
inputted, and the equation was solved to yield η = 2.275×10
-4
, when IE(430-495 nm) = 20 
W/m
2
 (the condition used in the experiments).  To estimate the η under ambient blue light 
intensity of 0.5 W/m
2
 (measured with a radiometer under laboratory light conditions), the 
above efficiency value was multiplied by 0.1 as a high estimate and 0.001 as a low 
estimate, based on data from Fischer et al. regarding efficiency change of an Er
3+
 system 
under different excitation intensities 
106
.  For sunlight intensity (90 W/cm
2
), multiplying 
factors of 5 (low) and 10 (high) were used.  The model was run using the dose-response 
of E. coli, as this organism has a more representative UVC susceptibility (D = 30 
W∙s/m
2









 surface under 





, the data from Chapter 5 was used, which showed a 45% 
improvement in efficiency upon increasing the crystallite size into the micron range; thus 
η was simply increased by 45% to model this material.  Previous experiments also 
showed that a ceramic X2-Y2SiO5:Pr
3+
 pellet has approximately twice the efficiency of 
the powder form (data not shown), so η was again doubled.  For the oxyfluoride 
phosphors, the change in emission spectrum must be considered, in addition to greater 
efficiency, so X254 was adjusted.  Finally, a hypothetical high-efficiency UC-AMS was 
considered, which had an efficiency 500-times greater than LuxOx-1Fx+2:Pr
3+
.  The 500-
fold enhancement was chosen to apply optimistic, yet realistic, improvements of 10-fold 




beneficial codoping, and 5-fold from reduced reflectance/thick active layer resulting from 
ceramic materials with larger crystallites. 
 
8.3.  Results and Discussion 
 
Table 8 shows the inactivation times for several materials under different 
conditions as predicted by Eq. 3.  Most notable are the differences in inactivation times 
between ambient light and sunlight conditions.  Due to the excitation intensity 
dependence of UC quantum efficiency, not only is the solar radiation 180 times more 
intense, but it is estimated that the fraction of that light converted to UV is between 50 
and 1000 times greater than the fraction of ambient light converted.  These data reveal the 
importance of available excitation light intensity in applying UC-AMS to real-world use.  
For sunlight scenarios, the inactivation times appear well within the range for practical 
applicability to SODIS, wherein according to the high efficiency estimates, complete 
inactivation might occur in a matter of minutes.  Even for the lowest efficiency in 
sunlight, the predicted 2 h t90 for E. coli reflects only the microbial kill attributed to UVC 
and would act in addition to established inactivation by UVA, UVB, and violet light 
245-
248
.   Thus, the UC material might help to significantly reduce the required ~6 h exposure 







Table 8.  Predicted exposure time required for 90% inactivation of E. coli on various 
UC-AMS’s under blue light intensities equivalent to ambient light (0.5 W/m
2
) and AM-
1.5 sunlight (90 W/m
2
).  Times calculated using both low and high UC efficiency 
estimates are shown. 
 





Efficiency High Efficiency 
Low 
Efficiency High Efficiency 
Y2SiO5:Pr
3+,Li+ Dip 
Coated 193000 19300 2.0 1.0 
Y2SiO5:Pr
3+,Li+ Powder 66400 6640 0.7 0.4 
Y2SiO5:Pr
3+ Ceramic 33200 3320 0.4 0.2 
LuxOx-1Fx+2:Pr
3+ 2940 294 0.03 0.02 






intensity, specific placement of the material, and lighting spectrum may significantly 
influence microbial inactivation capability.  Design and implementation of room lights 
that are optimized to offer both acceptable aesthetic light and substantial overlap with the 
Pr
3+
 UC excitation spectrum is a course of action that would warrant consideration. 
While the above model demonstrates interesting relationships between 
material/environmental considerations and UC antimicrobial efficacy, the potentially 
large degree of error associated with the specific values in Table 8 cannot be ignored.  
The most critical limitation of the model is the fact that it was calibrated using data from 
one experiment – the biodosimetry involving B. subtilis spores described in Chapter 4.  
The UVC dose therein was calculated using an IT curve that was obtained under much 
greater UVC intensity (Figure 22), and the validity of extrapolating this dose response to 
lower UVC intensities is unknown.  Additionally, translation of the response of B. subtilis 
spores to that of E. coli by simply using the ratio of their respective t90 values from water 
disinfection experiments in the literature is an equally invalid procedure.  Finally, 
material parameters from other phosphors from the literature were used to estimate the 
UC efficiency of the Pr
3+
 phosphors, including absorption coefficient, reflectance, and 
quantum yield; actual values could differ significantly.  At most, the results in Table 8 
show that at present time, UC antimicrobial technology deserves additional research as it 
could potentially be a powerful and sustainable tool in combating pathogens. 
The above analysis also did not incorporate absorption of additional photons with 
wavelengths outside of the groundintermediate absorption range via 
3
PJ4f5d ESA.  
This phenomenon was shown to occur in Chapter 6, and it is believed that a range of 




calibrated using the biodosimetry results from Chapter 4, which also did not consider this 
effect even though some green light was present from the fluorescent lamp employed; 
this additional UC emission was thus already accounted for in the calculated UC 
efficiency.  In comparing Figure 44 with Figure 45, however, it is seen that green light 
makes up a much larger fraction of sunlight, than it does of the fluorescent lamp 
emission. Therefore, a more complete efficiency prediction model should predict a 




















SUMMARY, OUTLOOK, AND FUTURE WORK 
 
9.1.  Summary of Results  
 
 The research described herein has produced a substantial new body of knowledge 
regarding visible-to-UVC upconversion materials and the concept of UC-AMS.  This 
work was specifically conducted to achieve a new type of antimicrobial technology for 
preventing microbial disease transfer via fomite contact, though much of the results are 
likely to benefit the broader field of applied UC materials, particularly with respect to 
applications involving low power excitation. 
 It was demonstrated that Y2SiO5:Pr
3+
 phosphors can convert visible light into 
germicidal UVC photons at efficiencies sufficient to cause significant radiation damage 
to bacteria and spores.  Clearly observable biofilm inhibition was observed by coated 
surfaces placed in aquatic bacterial suspension and exposed to a commercial fluorescent 
light bulb.  The biocidal action resulting from frequency-amplified radiation was able to 
induce a through-space effect, inactivating and inhibiting bacteria through several 







) polycrystalline surfaces, though the UC-induced inactivation rate 




show considerably lower UVC susceptibility than typical pathogenic bacteria and viruses.  
Yet the consistent UV dose-response of the spores allowed fitting of a regression curve 
correlating inactivation to known doses of UVC.  This model was used to calculate the 
dose experienced by spores during UC-AMS experiments and allowed estimation of 






  nanocrystalline surfaces on the 
order of 0.001%.                  





materials engineering strategies for maximizing UC efficiency in Pr
3+
 systems.  The 
immediate goal of these experiments was to explain the mechanisms by which UC 
efficiency was increased upon addition of a Li
+
 codopant.   It was found that UC was 
enhanced by formation of larger crystallites, phase change to a preferred host polymorph, 
and increased inter-ion separation of Pr
3+
 activators.  The last mechanism is of particular 
interest as it reveals a new strategy for maximizing Pr
3+
 UC in virtually any host material.  




, aliovalent substitution of Y
3+
 with smaller Li
+
 
ions was theorized to result in slight modification of the positions of atoms surrounding 
Pr
3+
; this was believed to allow Pr
3+
 to occupy Y
3+
 sites while causing less local 
distortion of the crystal structure, which is the driving force for detrimental Pr
3+
 
clustering.  Expanding this technique to a more general strategy for enhancing Pr
3+
 UC 
thus entails introducing codopant ions that: (1) have lower oxidation state than the host 
cation; (2) are of smaller ionic radius than the host cation; (3) are optically inactive; and 
(4) do not possess any chemical qualities that otherwise degrade the phosphor or interfere 








 revealed that this 
UC system – and likely many other systems – is capable of utilizing several different 
excitation wavelength ranges when irradiated with broad band light.  This is due to the 
fact that the photon energy required for intermediateupper excited state transitions is 
lower than that required for groundintermediate transitions.  The material can thus 
absorb and utilize these lower energy photons to some extent, though it will not be 
apparent in a UC excitation spectrum measured by scanning monochromatic 
wavelengths.  Results showed that when excited by polychromatic light containing 




PJ absorption range, additional absorption of green light 
may occur and contribute to upconverted UVC emission.  The same effect was observed, 
though to a much lesser extent, with yellow wavelengths.  Such an ability to convert a 
wider-than-expected portion of the excitation bandwidth is relevant to application of UC 
materials involving sunlight or ambient light activation and should be taken into 
consideration by efficiency analyses. 
 While the Y2SiO5:Pr
3+
 system was refined and optimized extensively, the 
underlying Y2SiO5 host was used due to existing reports in the literature 
172, 173
 and is not 
a material that is specifically suitable for Pr
3+
 UC.  Thus, development of a more efficient 
visible-to-UVC upconversion phosphor using a bottom-up approach was conducted.  The 
lutetium oxyfluoride system was selected after speculation that this host would yield 
desirable Pr
3+
 4f5d band energy while having much lower maximum phonon energy than 
Y2SiO5.  Material development efforts involving LuxOx-1Fx+2 resulted in a new UC 
phosphor showing 4.5 times greater visible-to-UVC conversion efficiency than the 




additional work is needed to improve synthetic control over phase purity and activator 
distribution. 
 To further solidify UC-AMS technology as a viable option for deterring 
pathogens in the future, a simple model was developed for predicting antimicrobial 
efficacy of existing and hypothetical UC materials in advance of additional conclusive 
research.  Simulation results showed that predicted inactivation time was highly sensitive 
to excitation light intensity and UC efficiency.  For low intensity ambient room lighting 
scenarios, it was found that considerable advances in UC material performance may be 
required before practical inactivation rates can be expected.  For sunlight excitation, 
however, predicted E. coli inactivation time was on the order of only 10
1
 min, suggesting 
that application of visible-to-UVC upconversion to SODIS enhancement may be more 
achievable at present time than previously thought.  However, the methods for making 
these predictions are subject to an unknown, and likely high, degree of error, and thus the 
results serve mainly as guidance for future research. 
 
9.2.  Outlook 
 
 Considering the progress that was made in a less-than-5 year time span since 
origination of the UC-AMS concept, the outlook for eventually realizing effective and 
sustainable UC-based technology for preventing disease remains very promising.  From 
the first X1-Y2SiO5:Pr
3+
 phosphor material synthesized to the recent development of 
oxyfluoride ceramics, an approximate 80-fold improvement in UC efficiency has been 






upconversion opens up a whole class of materials for exploration and phosphor 
development.  Host structure design considerations elucidated in the Li
+
 codoping studies 
are also likely to accelerate these efforts through targeted material engineering. 
 Aside from achieving additional UC efficiency gains, new methods of assessing 
antimicrobial efficacy of prepared surfaces also deserves further research. While spore 
inactivation assays were successfully conducted using the polycrystalline surfaces coated 
on silica glass via dip-coating, testing of ceramic materials brought difficulties.  The 
ceramic pellet surfaces were water-penetrable due to micro-cracks and channels, which 
made inoculation with controlled quantities of microorganisms impossible to achieve by 
pipetting.  New, more flexible, procedures for assaying surface-inoculated spores, as well 
as bacterial cells, are thus needed.  It is desirable for the organisms to be in direct contact 
with the surface or raised less than a few μm using a UVC-transparent barrier; additional 
separation will result in a lower UVC exposure intensity, providing an underestimate of 
biocidal action during real implementation.  This effect was observed during microbial 
experiments wherein inoculated fused silica cover slips were placed on top of dip-coated 
surfaces (data not shown).   
 The results in Chapter 8 suggest that emitted UVC by UC-AMS’s may be 
substantially more intense under excitation by sunlight, making testing for SODIS 
applications justifiable.  An efficient visible-to-UVC converting layer added to a clear 
water vessel may reduce the time required to generate potable water under sunlight 
exposure to more socially accepted durations.  Pursuit of UC-incorporating SODIS 
technology could thus lead to significant quality-of-life improvements for people living 




microbes and the UC surface in a water vessel of typical volume implies much lower 
exposure intensity.   
 
9.3.  Future Work 
 
 Continued development of oxyfluoride phosphors with superior performance is a 
priority for future research efforts.  A material capable of 100 times greater visible-to-
UVC conversion efficiency would almost certainly make UC-AMS an effective and 
highly practical technology with considerable advantages over existing antimicrobial 
concepts.  Achieving this steep gain in efficiency is feasible if pursued through multiple 
converging materials engineering goals.  Objectives for near-future phosphor 
development include: 
 Identification of all LuxOx-1Fx+2 Vernier phases that compete with the 
desired structure via XRD 
 Develop strategies for achieving higher phase purity 
 Image the various phase regions on phosphor pellets using SEM 
 Measure host crystal phonon cutoff frequency using IR spectroscopy 
 Compare Pr3+-doped LuxOx-1Fx+2 to undoped crystals to show the effect 
that the activator ions have on crystal chemistry 
 Optimize precise Pr3+ concentration for maximum UC and test codopants 
for positive effects, monitored using PLS 





 More long-term objectives include expansion of oxyfluoride materials research to 
encompass other subclasses such as calcium-aluminum oxyfluorides.  In addition to the 
possibility of better UC performance, such hosts have the added benefit of being RE-free, 
thus lowering material cost.  Deviation from the Ln
3+
 UC paradigm is another option for 
pursuing more drastic gains in UC efficiency.  Several inherent limitations of Ln
3+
 
materials were discussed previous sections, and new mechanisms of inorganic UC may 
be awaiting discovery.   
 Aside from phosphor development, other aspects of UC-AMS technology 
requiring additional future research include: 
 
 Development of microbial assays applicable to testing a wider range of 
surface types 
 Assessment of inactivation kinetics for other microorganisms, such as E. 
coli, influenza, and norovirus 
 Biodosimetric analysis of UC efficiency under simulated solar radiation 
 Study of microbial UVC dose-response under known exposure intensities 













COMPONENT MAKE/MODEL SPECIFICATIONS 
Lasers 
Argon Ion Laser Modulaser Inc./Stellar 
Pro-ML 1000 
Maximum Power (multiline): 1000 
mW 
Maximum Power (488 nm):  140 mW 
Beam Diameter (1/e
2
):  0.75 mm 
Beam Divergence: 0.95 mrad 
Violet 447 nm DPSS 
Laser 
OEM Lasers / BL-447-
00100-CWM-SD-05-
LED-0 
Maximum Power (447±5 nm):  100 
mW 
Beam Diameter:  5 mm 
Beam Divergence:  1.5 mrad 





LaserTo Inc. / 100 mW 
Wraith Series 
Maximum Power (589 nm):  100 mW 
Battery power replaced with external 
power supply (3.8 V) 
 
Excitation Filters 
488 nm Line Filter Newport/10LF10-488 Transmission Range: 486-490 nm 








Newport/DCM11 Transmission Range: 473-641 nm 
Reflection Range:  439-458 nm 
Dichroic Beam 
Combiner (2) 
Thorlabs/DMLP567 Transmission Range: 584-700 nm 
Reflection Range:  380-550 nm 
 
Beam Directing Optics 
Concave Mirror Newport/05DC200ER.1 Focal Length:  100 mm 
Mirror Mounts Newport/U50-A  
Plano-Convex Lens Edmund Optics/48-664 Focal Length:  200 mm 
 
Emission Collection Optics 
UV-Antireflective 
Plano-convex Lens 
Edmund Optics/48030 Focal Length:  30 mm 
 
Rejection Filters 
400 nm Shortpass Edmund Optics/49816  
450 nm Longpass Thorlabs/FEL0450  
475 nm Longpass Edmund Optics/64617  
















MgF2 Overcoat for high UV 
throughput 
Lines/mm:  2400 
Blaze:  250 nm 
Photomultiplier Tube Newport Oriel/77348 Wavelength Range:  160-900 nm 
Maximum Voltage:  1000 V 
PMT Housing Newport Oriel/70107 Side-on configuration 
PMT Power Supply Newport Oriel/70705  











Chopper Head Newport Oriel/75154  
Chopper Wheel Newport Oriel/75162 2-Aperture 



















Selected Rietveld analysis results are shown below for future reference. 
 
X1-Y2SiO5:Pr(1.2%) 
Space Group: P21/c  
a = 9.037680 b = 6.936106 c = 6.653618 
α = 90.0000  β = 106.6493 γ = 90.0000 
 
Fraction x y z 
 Y+3 1 0.119935 0.141839 0.4299 
 Y+3 1 0.524401 0.624284 0.2302 
 SI+4 1 0.197358 0.590212 0.4683 
 O-2 1 0.20713 0.413361 0.6544 
 O-2 1 0.121468 0.464025 0.2452 
 O-2 1 0.376038 0.617656 0.4935 
 O-2 1 0.120429 0.76364 0.4644 




Space Group: I2/a  
a = 10.426293 b = 6.729462 c = 12.494602 
α = 90.0000  β = 102.7622 γ = 90.0000 
 
Fraction x y z 
 Y+3 1 0.307281 0.376551 0.141920 
 Y+3 1 0.427423 -0.255115 -0.037354 
 SI+4 1 -0.093490 0.181058 0.691 
 O-2 1 0.303332 -0.281980 0.119292 
 O-2 1 0.451294 -0.011917 0.093242 
 O-2 1 0.470046 -0.147268 0.299837 
 O-2 1 0.263064 0.069450 0.198897 
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